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Improvements to Clinch park in Traverse City included a concessions/rental and restroom buildings, beach improvements, water feature, landscaping
and circulation.

February 18, 2019
Matt Lynch
Purchasing Agent
City of Royal Oak
Finance Department
211 S. Williams
Royal Oak , MI 48067
Re: RFP for Architectural, Engineering
and Construction Services, Downtown
Park Development

COVER LETTER
Selection Committee,
Royal Oak is proceeding with a vision to completely reimagine its Municipal Complex.
New facilities will replace the current City Hall and Police Station; property around City
Hall will be developed into higher density uses; a new multistory office building will
be built next to the current City Hall; all supported by a new parking garage. This work
is part of a targeted strategy to free City Hall land for a downtown Central Park; a park
intended to function as a central element of the overall municipal complex and as a
premier gathering place for the Community.
The park will provide an energetic, creative, beautiful space, attractive to residents and
visitors, while providing an opportunity for the City to integrate green infrastructure
in a high profile setting, allowing the City to demonstrate the benefits of GSI through
thoughtful implementation and stewardship.
Our team is pleased to submit our proposal to provide design services for Royal Oak’s
new Central Park. Not only have our team members worked with Royal Oak on several
projects, some of us make our home in Royal Oak and have a personal interest in the
new park. Royal Oak has an active, popular and diverse downtown and we are excited
to work with you to create a compelling open space that melds with Royal Oak’s urban
fabric.
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Our team is filled with makers of beautiful,
functional spaces, folks who know how to
build really complicated projects.

Project lead, Hamilton Anderson

collaborative efforts will ensure

Associates (HAA) is a Michigan-based

the new park will benefit from our

design firm with 50 professionals

multidisciplinary fluency.

working collaboratively across multiple
disciplines, including landscape

We value this collaborative process

architecture, planning, urban design.

with each other and you to ensure

architecture, and interior design, We

your project benefits from our

have a passion for creating exciting,

multidisciplinary energy and expertise.

functional urban environments. Our

Our collective work encompasses

reputation is built on delivering a wide

a range of scales, and project

array of thoughtful, innovative, award-

types; regardless of project size

winning projects in cities both state-

or location, our projects exemplify

wide and nationally.

creativity, outstanding environmental

PRIME CONSULTANT
Hamilton Anderson Associates
1435 Randolph Street, Suite 200
Detroit, Michigan, 48226
313-964-0270 // 313-964-0170
www.hamilton-anderson.com
www.rogueHAA.com
@HAADetroit
“S” Corporation
Licensed in the State of Michigan, 1994
Certified Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE)
Federal ID # 38-3193028

performance, financial resourcefulness,
Multifaceted projects such as this

and technical innovation.

have many moving parts; as project
lead, HAA will orchestrate the

The planning process is predicated

team, facilitating discourse, and

on addressing functional, safe,

provide landscape architectural, and

sustainable, and aesthetically-pleasing

architectural services. Our partners

strategies tailored to Royal Oak’s own

are OHM Consulting (OHM) and

neighborhood context.

Testing Engineers Consulting (TEC).
We are currently working with OHM

Additional team information is included

on renovations to Detroit’s Clark Park

in the firm profiles below.

and site improvements at the Solanus
Casey Center on Detroit’s eastside.
OHM will provide civil, electrical,

Sincerely,

mechanical, structural engineering,
and surveying, while awill provide
geotechnical services and soil borings.

Angela Hicks, ASLA, APA, CNU
Principal

We have added Don Carpenter of
Drummond Carpenter to our team to
provide stormwater and GSI expertise.
Because our team has so much

Director of Landscape Architecture

Role:
Project Management
Landscape Architecture
Architecture
Urban Design
Planning
Prime Contact:
Angela Hicks
ahicks@hamilton-anderson.com
313-887-6243

CONSULTANT TEAM
OHM Engineering
Role: Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Surveying
Structural Engineering
Drummond Carpenter
Role: Stormwater Management
Technical Engineering Consulting
Role: Geotechnical Engineering
Soil Borings

experience working together, our
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PROJECT
APPROACH
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Above: The proposed Sugar Hill development
used an alley to carve open space with the
character and massing that fit the context of
recent and planned investments.

APPROACH
A park, especially a great urban park, functions as an interconnected framework,
weaving social, environmental, and physical functions; where the traditional and
inventive, hard and soft, green and gray, fuse in a seamless fabric. It strives to balance
the needs of the City, residents, visitors, and workers while addressing functional, safe,
sustainable, and aesthetically-pleasing spaces tailored to its context.
Your downtown park, as the new heart of Royal Oak, is the nexus of activity and
experience; it requires a people-friendly solution that enhances the public experience
by providing opportunities for individuals and groups, both large and small, to come
together in a unique, beautiful setting.
Our team will creatively weave together a network of initiatives ranging from hardscape
and placemaking solutions, to blue-green stormwater innovations, to landscaping,
public art, lighting, and wayfinding.
Our approach is not driven by formula or style. Our goal is to create experiences
and places responsive to 21st Century needs that achieve Royal Oak’s experiential,
programmatic and operational objectives driven and supported by its mission. We
base our design approach on four important ingredients: collaboration, innovation,
resourcefulness and engagement.
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All the nuance, circumstance and
complexity of creating a successful project
benefits from a cooperative, collaborative
team approach that blends varied
experiences and disciplines.
Collaboration

Innovation

Engagement

Our Team’s methodology emphasizes

Our team’s reputations are built on

Building consensus requires positive

collaboration with the client,

delivering thoughtful and innovative

interaction; it is essential to grasping

stakeholders and each other. We are

designs that strengthen the relationship

the economic, physical and institutional

responsive to all constituents of the

between past, present and future.

forces actively operating within a

plan, defined by strategies that set

We constantly strive to meet project

city. Building community consensus

the vision and roles shared with the

requirements, articulate needs and

requires positive interaction, and

client team. We place high importance

meet your demands through innovative

communication is key. Confusion sets

on dialogue about goals, givens and

problem solving, avoiding cookie-cutter

in when communication is weak, the

intentions. We want a process as open

solutions that can creep into the design

schedule slides, or the tasks are not

as possible, and as necessary to clarify

process.

clearly defined. We will work closely

priorities and build consensus.

with leadership to clarify the vision
As the intellectual landscape of the

and create a framework that is easily

Collaborative efforts will focus on

new century becomes more and more

understood and highlights subtle

developing an in-depth understanding

environmentally conscious, there is

differences among goals, givens and

of concerns, opportunities, and desires:

increasing demand to see this attitude

intentions. Throughout the project,

What is the site’s potential? What are

reflected in the landscapes with which

client engagement and interaction with

the desired results? How far can we

we surround ourselves. The measure

community stakeholders will be vital to

push sustainable design practices?

of a project’s success is increasingly

the project’s success.

What are the materials? How to

dependent on its environmental, as

respect and bring together the differing

well as economic and social foresight.

We place high value on generating

architectural styles of the surrounding

The results of our holistic approach

a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary

buildings? What to add? Where are

to design and planning are livable,

working product early in the process

the best opportunities to encourage

enduring places that are compatible

that helps build consensus while

interaction? How do we respond to

with and considerate of natural

clarifying priorities. We prefer lively

the need for security? How can we

ecosystems. We draw on the strengths

discussion at the onset of the project to

connect the park to the surrounding

of both the natural and the human-

painful arguments later. Our process is

neighborhoods and the rest of

made environment.

open and accessible to client decision-

downtown with the most impact? What

makers, stakeholders, end-users,

are the costs? How quickly can it get

Resourcefulness

consultants, and departments and

done? How do we measure success?

Our team understands the value of

agencies that must approve the work.

being resourceful. We know projects
Sharing ideas and working together will

change, sometimes mid-stream, and

Your project goals are clear. Our Team

contribute significantly to the goal of

our process will adjust in response.

accepts the challenge to assist Royal

creating a product that achieves all your

One of the traits we bring to the project

Oak in envisioning their new downtown

goals. It is the exchange of knowledge

is flexibility earned through experience.

park. We are eager to work with you and

that produces the highest creative yield.

We creatively solve issues and work with

the community to deliver a thoughtful

you to get the project completed.

strategy that inspires, elevates, and
most importantly, is implementable.
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Clinch Park improvements included restroom,
concessions and a rental hut; all of which intergrate seamlessly into the park design.

WORK PLAN
This project will require full architectural and engineering services from Schematic
Design through Construction Administration including landscape architecture,
architecture, structural, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering.
Proposed phases of design and construction are as follows:
Task 1

Project Initiation

Task 2 Existing Conditions, Research and Analysis
Task 3 Community Engagement
Task 4 Programming & Schematic Design
Task 5 Design Development
Task 6 Construction Documents
Task 7 Bidding and Construction Administration
Task 8 OPTIONAL - Construction Administration
TASK 1: PROJECT INITIATION
Project Initiation
•

Meet with the City for a kickoff meeting to:
• Establish, define and prioritize project goals, budget, initial program and
schedule.
• Determine required presentations to City Council or other entities and fold into
schedule.
• Review scope of work and existing information available.
• Request, obtain and review previously completed planning documents.
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We will strategize with you how
Royal Oak’s new Downtown Park can
function at the highest level, where each
amenity and function has an identified
role that blends into a harmonious whole.
• Perform outreach to the City of

All deliverables will be provided

information gathered from adjacent

Royal Oak to obtain background

electronically and hard copy unless

projects and communicate with

data on the property that includes

otherwise noted.

other franchise utility agencies that

topographic survey and design data

• Final Schedule (electronically)

may be located in the area such as

for adjacent improvements that

• Meeting minutes (electronically)

DTE Energy, Consumer’s Energy,

include the ROCC development,
new police station, 3rd Street/Troy

TASK 2:

Cablevision, AT&T and other

Street streetscape and the existing

EXISTING CONDITIONS,

telecommunication companies as

City Hall building.

RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

necessary. Based on the current

Survey

schedule, we envision that the

additional information, research,

OHM has performed many surveys

existing City Hall building will not

and plans.

for the City and fully understands

yet be demolished until well after

• Request, obtain and review

• Confirm lines of communication

the standards and requirements.

the start of design work. As such, it

including confidentiality and

The Team will provide the City with a

is envisioned that survey will only be

the process for disseminating

topographic survey for review in both

required surrounding the existing

information.

Microstation and pdf format prior to the

City Hall and Police Department

commencement of design. The City will

to establish control for the design

be furnished with a reproducible 1”=20’

effort. Survey based on the post

review plot of the project area. All plots

demolition condition can be added

to be prepared shall be plan views.

to the drawings at a later date if

• Identify issues that may affect the
planning effort, such as:
• Timing and impact of known
pending projects.
• Trends/projections that could

Each survey shall be plotted on 23.6”

desired, but the effort has not been

affect feasibility/development in

x 36” 18 lb. translucent plotter media

assumed in this proposal.

the project area.

supplied by OHM. The plotted can be

• Sensitive areas of concern

•

•

OHM will establish a three
dimensional (X,Y,Z) coordinate

•

Review of the survey limits will be

system for each survey. The

established based on preliminary

coordinate grid system shall be

Establish and facilitate regular

discussions to make sure all areas of

established for each survey, and

progress meetings with team.

the project are captured and existing

shall directly correlate with the

Submit final schedule, then update

topographic survey information

Oakland County Remonumented

and maintain schedule throughout

already obtained are either not

Coordinate System. The Consultant

project.

duplicated or verified. OHM will

shall use the three dimensional

Assist and support City with

set horizontal and vertical control

(X,Y,Z) coordinate system to close

materials, presentations and

points and obtain topographical

and adjust traverses and bench mark

discussions as required.

and elevation data within the survey

circuits. The Consultant shall furnish

Visit site with team.

limits per the City standards. Prior

(X,Y) coordinates for all required

to commencing the survey the team

horizontal control points in addition

will review any existing plans or

to their station and offset. Horizontal

implementation.

•

•

stamped by a licensed surveyor.

that may impact the plan or
•

Wide Open West Cable, Comcast

Task 1 Deliverables:
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Above: HAA is currently working with the City of
Ferndale to conceptualize and complete Phase
1 construction for seven parks ranging from a
small pocket park in downtown to larger Geary
Park and Martin Park with a mix of active and
passive recreation opportunities.

location for all other points shall be described using station and offset only. Vertical
and horizontal control points will be established and provided on the plans.
•

OHM is very familiar with the topographical data list and the specifics of the
information required from past surveys and has based our scope and fee on
that level of detail. We are also familiar with the required abbreviations list and
will follow the required City format. Elevation data on adjacent properties as

Right: Concept diagram for Geary Park
on Ferndale’s west side and the resulting
conceptual design and rendering. The concept
fosters connections through the park and into
the surrounding neighborhood and provides
different experiences and gathering areas for
passive and active recreation through the use of
land form. The rendering is of a new informal
performance space in the southeast corner
closet to downtown.

well as sidewalks will be obtained. Visible subsurface infrastructure data will
also be obtained as part of the topographic survey. OHM is also familiar with the
electronic file CAD standards and will follow the City standards as far as line work,
color scheme, text, design file settings and formatting. If requested, OHM can
also produce a CAD project report as requested on past projects. This includes
a summary, horizontal control, the vertical control, topographic data and notes,
sketches or other field markups, maps, etc. incorporated into the files, the elevation
data,
Soils Analysis and Soil Borings
•

Obtain geotechnical report that describes the nature of the existing soils and
subsoils.

•

Obtain soil borings that will aid in the foundations and pavement design for the site
features. We anticipate the need for six (6) borings at this time.

Existing Conditions / Analysis
• Assess, review, and analyze existing conditions.
• Augment and /or produce maps, charts, and graphs to illustrate opportunities and
constraints highlighting issues most relevant to park renovation plan.
• Document opportunities, constraints, and physical characteristics at the site, street,
block and neighborhood, levels including:
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• Features that should be
preserved and enhanced
• Research best practices as it relates

West Lewiston Avenue

to urban parks, open space, and

Memorial
Gardens
In-line
Skating Rink

green development.

Play

• Review zoning and regulatory

Open Scape/
Observation Mound

Ballfields

Bowl

Pinecrest Drive

Central Street

requirements
Plaza/
Civic Space

Analysis Report for review by the City
• Meet with City to review findings and
make revisions as required.

Earle Boulevard

PROGRAMMING
• Plaza
• Play Areas for Different Age
Groups
• In-line Skating remains
• Picnicking
• Comfort Station
• Picnic Pavilions (2)

• Compile information into a Site

Task 2 Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memorial Garden
Ballfields
Open Space/Soccer
Ice Skating
Art Installation Space
Dog Park
Informal Performance Space

•
•
•

Fitness Trail
Blue-Green Infrastructure
Landform as Artform

• Engineered Survey
• Geotechnical Report
• Soil Borings (6)
• Site Analysis Report (Draft & Final)

• Attributes and drawbacks of built
features such as:

recent/planned investments.
• Attributes and drawbacks of

•

Streets

•

Adjacent roads and neighbor-

• Significant land features

hoods

• Features that should be

•

Infrastructure such as: storm,
electrical, ITCOM, gas, sanitary
sewer, domestic water, fire
water, chilled water, steam and
life safety

•

Easements

•

Circulation (pedestrian,

•

natural features such as:

preserved and enhanced
• Surface water drainage/
floodplain areas
• Wind and micro-climate
• Key views and context to and from
study area
• Transition areas, connectivity and

vehicular, emergency access)

linkages to neighboring districts/

Land use: building uses,

services

TASK 3: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Community Input
We understand you have had extensive
public engagement regarding the
new park, most recently the Look and
Feel Community Engagement Report,
completed in Fall 2018. We intend to
build upon that feedback and keep the
community involved and interested
in the project. The vision for the park
will be confirmed and refined by
building on the previous community
and stakeholder engagement process
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that includes an additional series of meetings with the public, the City and key
stakeholders. The public input process will involve: 1) providing information/education
on the project background and planning process; 2) solidifying input from the public
regarding desired improvements and opportunities; 3) gathering feedback on draft
recommendations; and 4) sharing a summary of the final plan at the end of the
project.
Either structured or open forums can be used to share information, discuss options,
provide comments and concerns, and ask questions. In the process, participants
develop an informed point-of-view and a depth of understanding of the planning
intent. Ideally, as points-of-view emerge and discussions take place, a plurality or
majority perspective evolves that gives key decision makers the information necessary
to take a position.
Meetings can be advertised through the City’s website, neighborhood newsletters
and information posters at local businesses. We can also reach out to the schools to
get youth participation. We will work the City to weave civic program needs, resident
feedback, stakeholder voices and community aspirations into the concepts.
Techniques include working with stakeholder groups by identifying relevant
stakeholders and discuss needs and desires for their park. These stakeholders include
the City, current residents, and community-based organizations. These focus groups
will be coordinated and selected with the guidance of the City.
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The engagement process that fits best
is one that encourages step-by-step
consensus building, keeps everyone
equally informed, avoids surprises and
focuses on the conceptually appropriate.
Convene two (3) stakeholder

meeting will be about two hours

a platform for the public to consider

meetings with the City and selected

long and address a specific aspect of

its stance on the planning effort. This

stakeholders to discuss existing

the design process.

will help the team plan and phase the

information, park goals and

park design in ways reflective of the

development opportunities. These

community’s needs and aspirations.

meetings could be integrated into

Conduct first community meeting

We will work with the City to create and

the regular progress meetings.

after preliminary design has been

administer a stakeholder engagement

(concurrent with task 4)

completed to garner input and share

Conduct two (2) community

information, desires, and insight on a

outreach and input.

meetings to be held during the

more established design.

•

Determine goals of workshops, input

schematic design and design

needed, and expected outcomes.

development processes. Each

Public Meetings will continue to provide

plan that includes various methods of

•

•

Meeting 1 -

•

Introduce project and review
previous public engagement
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Above: Chandler Park in Detroit was designed
for active and passive recreation including
stormwater detention designed as an amenity
with boardwalks, a nature center wetland
plantings.

findings.
•

Review work to date and review initial park designs. This will get people thinking
about their desires for the park and how the park can be used.

•

Provide examples of best practices for various programming for recreation and
open space from peer communities.

Right: Recreation facilities should serve people in
all seasons. The image at right is Chandler Park
in winter. The stormwater storage wetland that
accommodates skating and winter sports.

•

Explain how their concepts and desires have been integrated into the plan.

•

Discuss costs of amenities to help people understand just how much a park costs.

•

Compile the feedback and relevant comments for review.

Meeting 2
• Conduct second community meeting towards the end of Design Development in an
open house format where people can review the package and give their final input
into the design.
•

Recap process - how we got here as a group.

•

Open discussion regarding design, revisions, next steps.

• Compile the feedback and relevant comments for review.
Task 3 Deliverables:
• Stakeholder meeting presentation materials
• Stakeholder meeting results and material
TASK 4:
PROGRAMMING & SCHEMATIC DESIGN (SD)
Programming
As mentioned in Task 3, we will meet with the City to discuss programming then meet
with the community to discuss preliminary design.
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Schematic Design (SD)

•

Upon final development of
programming the Team will continue to

neighborhoods

It is expected that a preferred

Identify maintenance and

direction will be selected for further

operation issues.
•

development at this meeting.

Incorporate universal design,

•

Create final Schematic Design Plan.

schematic design.

conservation and sustainable

•

Develop conceptual level cost

•

Develop three (3) conceptual site

construction practices and low-

plans that accommodate the desired

impact development wherever

programming such as:

feasible.

Package that will contain analysis,

Develop precedent images and

programming and design work to

initial considerations for materials to

date in a slide deck format that is

convey concepts.

easily presentable by the team or

Develop preliminary storm water

the City.

•

estimate.
•

Develop Preliminary Design

•

Open space design

•

Greenway connections

•

Water features

•

Structures

•

Water feature

management strategies for the

•

Circulation

site inclusive of detention as well

Implementation Plan

•

Lighting

as GSI design. The concepts

The Park can be developed all at

•

Security

can also include a variation that

once or projects can be initiated and

•

Landscape

demonstrates a gray infrastructure

implemented based on priorities,

•

Green infrastructure

and green infrastructure solution for

cost and funding availability. The

•

Public art

comparison purposes.

strategy will include action-specific

•

Signage and wayfinding

Perform traffic engineering

recommendations that address

•

Site amenities

analysis of existing and proposed

“how”, “where”, and “when”. Our

•

Emergency vehicle circulation

pedestrian crossings. Develop

team will work with you to develop

and access

recommendations for enhanced

specific goals, objectives, work tasks,

•

Parking

crossing points as necessary and site

roles and responsibilities and identify

•

Accessibility issues

access locations.

financial, technical and other forms

•

Infrastructure

Present ideas in an interactive

of implementation assistance. The

•

Connections to downtown and

design workshop with the City.

exercise involves developing criteria,

•

•

•
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Water is a fascinating amenity in an urban
setting. Whether moving, still, interactive or
contemplative, water attracts people.

evaluating and ranking the recommendations, and identifying Phase 1 work.
• Outline short term and long term phasing.
• Create Prioritization Matrix that lists action items with anticipated start-up, duration,

From left to right: Sangren Hall Plaza at WMU,
Louis Armstrong Park in New Orleans, City of
Almont Pocket Park and City of Hilliard Station
Park.

and level of urgency. This chart associates tasks with the type of project. The
schedule should be flexible enough to accommodate change as opportunities arise.
Recommendations of this plan involve a complex arrangement of tasks.
• Prepare for and present to City Council or other agencies as required.
Task 3 Deliverables:
• Schematic Design Plan (24x36)
• Schematic Design Package (11x17)
TASK 5:
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (DD)
The Team will then further develop the design to fully illustrate the appearances,
systems and materials of the substantial majority of the site elements.
•

Further develop the design and create plans that fully illustrate the appearances,
systems and materials, including site plan, elevations, sections, signage, and site
elements.

•

Determine materials and products.

•

Develop stormwater management strategy. Develop sizing of on-site storm water
infrastructure, plans and profiles for all proposed sewer and storm structures and
design underground detention and retention systems. A project goal might be to
develop a zero-discharge site where we infiltrate all runoff.

•

Prepare alignments, sizing for proposed water, sewer and electrical utilities for the
site and develop plan and profile views for the proposed service and laterals.
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Successful design balances creativity and
technical proficiency; it takes passion,
patience and a cooperative spirit.
•

•

Develop site electrical plan that

•

DD Materials and Layout Plan

includes the point of service

•

DD Grading and Drainage Plan

•

Develop preliminary construction schedule.

location, routing between this point

•

DD Utilities Plan

•

Develop DD level cost estimate.

and electrical panel.

•

DD Green Infrastructure

•

Develop Design Development package

Create a detailed grading plan for

Integration

incorporating all work to date organized into

the site including building finish

•

DD Landscape Plan

a brief final slide deck. It will be organized

floor elevations, top of walk, back

•

DD Site Electrical Plan

and written in concise language with easily

of curb, as well as spot grades

•

DD Signage Plan

understood graphics that quickly convey the

•

DD Details

intent of the information. It will be easily

necessary to layout the proposed
improvements.
•

•

•

Develop outline specifications. It

reproduced and slide ready for presentations.

Develop a traffic control plan for

is assumed the team will use the

The document will include, but is not limited

work adjoining the public right of

City of Royal Oak’s 2017 Standard

to, the following information depicted in

way.

Specifications for Construction.

Create photo-realistic renderings

Finalize wayfinding and site signage

communicate the design intent
to the City and the public. We will

concepts and materials.
•

and brief description of the planning process
• Existing document and conditions summary

items.

• Programming

Develop Design Development

• Preliminary designs

printed collateral for the community

package incorporating all work to

• Master Plan, renderings and supporting

meetings.

date in a slide deck format.

explanatory drawings and other

•

narrative and graphic form:
• Summary including background information

Assist with identification of long-lead

also produce all diagrams and

•

buy-in for the project.

Create final park site plan with

•

•

Provide outline specifications that

images
• Phasing and implementation strategies

phasing.

identify major materials and systems

Develop preliminary site drawings

and establish in general their quality

including:

levels.

• Submit to the City for review and comment and
revise as required. It is assumed review fees
will be paid by the City.

Meet with various City departments

• Prepare for and present to City Council or other

•

DD Existing Conditions Plan

•

DD Site Removal Plan

•

to review packages to gain input and

agencies as required.
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HAA has been retained to expand the Solanus
Casey Center’s campus to include a gift shop/
cafe building votive chapel with additional open
space to accommodate visitors.
The site plan orients the entrance to the campus
off Kercheval Ave. with a welcoming plaza serves
as a transition between the public space at the
street and the more contemplative campus
spaces.

Task 4 Deliverables:
• Four (4) photo-realistic renderings at presentation scale (hard copy & mounted)
• One (1) Site Plan at presentation scale (hard copy and mounted)
•

Outline Specifications

•

DD level cost estimate

•

Draft and Final DD package

TASK 6:
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION
We envision your Central Park will be a beautiful, thoughtfully designed and carefully
constructed project. The complex scope of work requires careful detailing, specialized
technical specifications and clearly defined conditions for construction phase
implementation. Our Team’s experience using the City of Royal Oak’s 2017 Standard
Specifications for Construction will ensure the scope of work, contractor payment,
construction schedule and contract terms are clearly developed. Our familiarity with
the general conditions, each technical section, as well as city bidding and standard
contract language positions us to be able to work with the project leads and the
engineering department to effectively and efficiently ensure this project follows and
meets the City’s own standards.
•

Prepare construction Drawings including:
•

Cover

•

Existing Conditions Plan

•

Demolition Plan
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construction package as required for
permitting.
Construction Observation
The Team will provide periodic on-site
observation to ensure the project is
constructed in accordance with the
approved plans and specifications and
the conditions of the permits are being
followed. Our construction observation
fee is based on periodic inspection
of the construction activities during
a 16 week construction period, plus
additional hours for project close out.
• Attend pre-construction meeting with
the City and the selected Contractor.
• Prepare field reports after each site
visit to be delivered to the City and
•

Oakland County Soil Erosion and

hydrants are proposed within the

Sedimentation Control Plan

park.

•

Materials and Layout Plan

•

Grading Plan

•

•

Drainage Sections

•

Green Infrastructure Integration

Task 6 Deliverables:

•

Utilities Plan

•

•

Structural Plan

•

Mechanical and Plumbing Plans

•

Site Electrical Plan

•

Signage Plan

•

Traffic Control Plan

•

Landscape Plan

•

Irrigation Plan

contractor.
• Attend construction progress

Prepare construction package for
bidding.

meetings (weekly).
• Review shop drawings and product
submittals as required.
• Prepare a project punch list for

90% Construction Package including
drawings and technical specifications

•

•

project completion / closeout.
• Review contractor compiled as-built

Final Construction Package for

drawings – and prepare as-built

bidding as required by City of Royal

drawings for City records.

Oak

Construction staking, additional

MDEQ Act 399 Water Main Permit

geotechnical investigations, and

Application and Submittal

material testing during construction are
not included in this proposal.

•

Finalize construction specifications.

TASK 7 - BIDDING AND

•

Submit 90% construction package

CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION

Task 7 Deliverables:

for review by City.

(CO)

• Addenda (if required)

•

Revise as required.

Bidding

• RFI responses

•

Assist in required permitting for the

The City will advertise the project,

• Permit Documents

project. It is expected that the City

arrange pre-bid meeting, issue addenda

• Bidder replies (electronically)

cover all permit application costs for

and conduct the bid opening. The Team

• Addenda (electronically)

the project. Anticipated permit tasks

will:

• Bidder review (electronically)

include:

• Respond to bidders questions.

• Field Reports (electronically)

•

Create a soil erosion and

• Prepare required addenda.

• Submittal Replies (electronically)

sedimentation control plan for

• Attend pre-bid meeting

• Bulletins as required (electronically)

the site for later submittal to

• Review all bids and offer award

• Punch List (electronically)

Oakland County Water Resources
Commissioner’s Office by the
•

TASK 8 - OPTIONAL

underground contractor.

the City of Royal Oak by answering

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

Review and permit from the DPW,

questions and providing clarification

The Team is prepared to also provide

to the documents.

full Contract Administration services

Building Department.
•

opinion (if required by City).
• Assist in securing permits from

Prepare Act 399 Water Main if

• Provide selected contractor

for the work. This will include the work

with signed and sealed sets of
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necessary to oversee contract execution, work change directives and final close out.
As part of this, the Team will work with the Contractor to keep the project progressing.
Specific items include:
Pay Applications
•

Review and approve up to five (5) contractor pay applications. The Pay application
review will ensure that the contractor’s requests are correct based on the work
progress, that the contractor has completed appropriate forms and that any claims
have been identified with pricing and schedule impacts.

Constrcution Engineering
•

Throughout the job, a designated representative from the Team will discuss the
contractor’s schedule and scope of upcoming work. The representative will be a
point person that will collect and disseminate information to the City. Within the
project, our Representative will establish a relationship with the Contractor and
provide feedback on schedule, alert the Contractor of potential conflicts, important
community concerns and project specific nuances of the specifications. The
Representative will also work through any specific changes that become necessary
based on field conditions or impacts from adjacent work. Lastly, the Representative
will provide the City with a formal monthly update on the overall progress. This will
be in addition to day to day communications when construction may have a direct
impact on the right of way or indirect impacts on adjacent property.

Change Orders and Claim Review.
•

For unforeseen circumstances that arise during the work, the Team will review
and provide recommendations relative to Contractor Claims based on validity,
conformance with the Contract and proposed pricing. The Team has assumed that
two change orders will be required over the duration of the project.

Task 6 Deliverables:
• Pay Application Review
• Field Reports (electronically)
• Change Order Reviews
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MANAGING COSTS
Our team’s cost management process is another example of how we creatively address project challenges as integral
components of the design process. We balance costs with design decisions throughout the project, continually revisiting and
updating our cost estimates as design develops, seeking to maximize the potential of the construction investment to meet the
project’s goals and vision. This process avoids last minute cuts requiring additional effort to revise construction documents, often
resulting in compromises to the design.
Establish a Clear Vision
Clear project goals are essential to the success of our cost management process. We will work with you to determine the vision for
the site, and continue to evaluate how cost impacts that vision. We encourage you to establish a vision that may even exceed the
current resources available to the project – aim high and work toward the ultimate goals for the site.
Establishing priorities and identifying a timelinetowards implementation is also important once the vision is established. If we
cannot build everything now, what is the best way to set the project on the right path within existing constraints? Understanding
these priorities will help us work with you to determine any cost based decisions that will allow you to build a project best aligned
with your goals.
Continually Update Estimates
HAA revisits cost estimates throughout each design phase to understand the impact of design decisions. Have we added
items? How have we reallocated the cost? Did we select a higher quality material? How have we reduced elsewhere to maintain
a balanced budget? These estimates are used internally by our team to ensure we remain on track. Design and construction
contingencies are not pockets of money there for the taking in the latter phases of design and documentation; they represent the
inevitable unknowns that reveal themselves throughout the process. We maintain conservative contingencies to ensure these
unknowns do not result in drastic last minute design changes.
Each project presents unique challenges in balancing cost, quality and scope. The three examples below illustrate how HAA
has incorporated our cost management process to site design projects to maximize the value of construction, meeting goals and
priorities identified at the outset.
Clinch Park – Traverse City, MI
The original design effort and construction costs for the revonovation of Clinch Park in downtown Traverse City was provided by
a different consultant; unfortunately costs were lower than HAA deemed realistic. So the process began with a shortfall in the
budget. We worked with the City to creatively address this shortfall. Key program components, a natural play area and two water
features, were combined into one interactive area. This allowed our team to develop one space at a high quality level and a degree
of detailing fitting to the prominent location between downtown and the Grand Traverse Bay. We integrated a shade structure and
canopy with the bathroom and concessions building to concentrate value and usability around this key component. We met the
original budget of $1.6 million, but recommended an additional $1 million in scope items that, with the success of HAA’s overall
plan for the park, was fully funded prior to bidding the work. Construction was complete in June, 2012.
Western Michigan University (WMU) Sangren Hall – Kalamazoo, MI
HAA worked with WMU to master plan the new central campus mall replacing the parking and vehicular corridor remains of the
former Michigan Avenue corridor that bisected campus. We identified an appropriate first phase of implementation by aligning
values and priorities with design costs. The project, associated with a new classroom building, was complex: it was tied to
multiple construction seasons to accommodate the student needs and University operations requirements. When the building
portion of the work resulted in cost overages, we worked with the University and CM to determine how the site costs could be
reduced without compromising the design intent and the overall scope of the project. When the CM suggested eliminating
terraced stone walls that make the space memorable and improve usability, HAA proposed reducing planting areas and walkway
widths that met the goals of the space. The result reduced cost and a slightly reduced scope, but maintained overall design
intent. The overall site construction cost was $4 million.
Farmers Market Pavilion - City of Westland, MI
OHM’s Farmer’s Market Pavilion project included site, utilities and building trades and some geotechnical issues. The project
was built on a former dump site. The pre-proposal client estimate was $552,000 in November 2016. The pre-bid cost estimate
was $590,000 with a 10% ($649,000 total) contingency in February 2017. The Final project amount was $602,660 in March 2018
during a period of wildly fluctuating constrcution costs.
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SCHEDULE
Although you are expecting to begin construction in Fall 2020, below is a sample

Aug

July

2019

production will flow concurrent with all tasks.

June

schedule will be developed with the entire team. Ancillary meetings and graphic

May

schedule based on schedules for projects of similar scope. The final, detailed

Project Award / Contract
Regular Team Meetings

TASK 1
PROJECT INITIATION
TASK 2
EXISTING CONDITIONS
RESEARCH & ANALYSIS
TASK 3
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
TASK 4
PROGRAMMING &
SCHEMATIC DESIGN

TASK 5
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

TASK 6
CONSTRUCTION
DOCUMENTS

TASK 7
BIDDING &
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION

Kick off Meeting/Onboarding
Project Management
Survey
Soils Analysis and Soil Borings
Existing Conditions Analysis
Best Practices

Project Schedule

Survey
Analysis Deliverables

Stakeholder Meetings (3)
Community Meeting 1 and Prep
Community Meeting 2 and Prep
Programming
Schematic Design
City Review
Implementation Strategy
Costs
Design Development
Renderings
City Review
Costs
Construction Documents
Meet with City Departments
90% CD package submittal & City review
Revisions
Prepare for bidding
Pre-bid meeting
RFI’s, Addenda,
Permit Drawings to Contractor
Pre-Construction Meeting
Construction Meetings
Construction Observation
Punch Lists
Project Closeout
Meetings
Milestones
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Draft and Final Sche

June

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

Dec

Nov

Oct

Sept

2020

Geotechnical Report

ematic Design Package

Draft and Final Design Development Package

90% CD Package
Out to BId

Construction Award
Permit Drawings to Contractor
We anticipate a 20 week
construction period. Project
Closeout is expected to be in Fall of
2020.
We understand the construction
start date is dependent on the
completion of the City Hall
demolition.
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PROJECTS
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The Historic Fort Wayne Master Plan
recommends varied programming and scales of
spaces on the campus where people can gather,
interact and enjoy the unique environment.

PROJECTS
Our team’s architectural, landscape architectural and engineering expertise
prepares us to provide the comprehensive design services required
to successfully develop and implement Royal Oak’s new Central Park
outlined in the RFP. Selected projects are presented below to demonstrate
our experience relating to large and small openspace projects, green
infrastructure and streetscape developments. References for each project are
included on the project sheets. Additional references are included at the end
of this section.
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SERVICES
Programming
Cost Estimating
Public Presentations
Architecture
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
CLIENT
Russell A. Soyring
Planning Director
City of Traverse City
400 Boardman Avenue
Traverse City, MI 49684
p 231 922 4465
COMPLETED
2011

Clinch Park
Traverse City, MI

Traverse City’s Bayfront evolution from native shoreline to working waterfront
to shared public amenity is a long and storied history. Guided by participatory
planning by the community and region, Hamilton Anderson designed the first
phase of implementation at the Bayfront’s centerpiece, Clinch Park. With
goals to reconnect the former city zoo site to the waterfront and downtown,
the park focuses activity at the water’s edge. Park components are integrated
to serve users of all ages and abilities, and become an amenity for visitors and
residents alike. The park celebrates water as an opportunity for play and as a vital
resource for recreation and play, health and community wellness, and a source
of inspiration and reflection. The design incorporates stormwater management,
daylighting of a natural artesian well, sustainably designed Bath House and
concession pavilion, interactive water feature and natural play area, accessible
beach access and kayak/canoe launch.
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Schiffer Park
Ferndale, MI

Planavon St.

Ferndalehaus

Schiffer Park is the only public park
located in downtown Ferndale.
Recent construction of an adjacent
mixed-use development project
prompted the city to revitalize the
long-neglected park. The vision is
to transform the current passive
concrete plaza to a green oasis for
the bustling downtown by introducing
shade trees, raised planters, lighting,
and both fixed and moveable seating.
Since the adjacent Planavon street
often hosts city-wide events, the park
also incorporates event infrastructure,
a flexible lawn area, and a multi-level
seat platform that can be utilized
for small performances. In addition,
2,000 square feet will be added to
the park area by eliminating street
parking and a turn lane.

SERVICES
Programming
Cost Estimating
Public Presentations
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
CLIENT
LaReina Wheeler, DIrector
City of Ferndale
Parks and Recreation
1201 Livernois
Ferndale, MI 48220
p 248 544 6767 x 501

Nine Mile

DETAILS
> .25 Acres
$400,000 Construction Cost
Construction to start Summer 2019
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SERVICES
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
Cost Estimating
Planning
CLIENT
Alex Allen
Chandler Park Conservancy
4401 Conner Avenue
Detroit, MI 48215
COMPLETED
Master Plan 2015
Football Field 2016
Construction ongoing

Chandler Park
Detroit, Michigan

HAA developed a conceptual master plan of the park in 2015 for the Chandler Park Promise
Coalition (CPPC). Chandler Park is a 200 acre site with a golf course, Aquatic Park and open
space that includes ball fields, picnic areas, comfort station, and service buildings along
Conner Ave. on Detroit’s East Side. Improvements imclude new tennis courts, football field,
soccer fields, basketball courts, pedestrian circulation system, reforestation, development
of a wetland education area, and rehabilitation of the comfort station. The concept directs
stormwater to rain gardens and a larger blue/green infrastructure wetland with extensive
trails, boardwalks and an education center.
A new football field, tennis courts and formal garden have been completed.
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SERVICES
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
Master Planning
Programming
Architecture
Cost Modeling
REFERENCE
Jaime Rae Turnbull
Van Elslander Captial
4219 Woodward Ave Suite 304
Detroit, MI 48201
248 672 2020
COMPLETED
Phase 1 Under Construction

Solanus Casey Center Campus Plan
Detroit, MI

The Solanus Casey Center Master Plan is a transformative approach to
neighborhood stabilization. What began as a modest parking capacity study
grew into holistic community-centric reactivation of the Mt Elliott neighborhood,
an area heavily impacted by Detroit’s economic struggles. HAA worked closely
with key stakeholders to extend the Center’s programming into the surrounding
landscape, resulting in a neighborhood master plan that provides spaces for
reflection, community gardening, recreation, and outdoor worship.
The central courtyard space expands the Center’s main campus with a flexible
use landscape that includes a bosque of flowering trees, bioswales with native
plantings, a large gathering lawn, pavilion with outdoor altar, a votive chapel, and
intimate seating areas. Landscape forms take cues from a classical cathedral
organization that accommodates outdoor worship, seating up to 1,500 people.
The plan proposes a formal connection between a future greenway and the
central campus, incorporating native plantings and stormwater management.
The strong axis provides connectivity between adjacent properties to the central
campus and the Center. The axis terminates on the iconic pavilion structure that
will be visible from the greenway.
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SERVICES
Facilities Assessment
Landscape Architecture
Master Planning
Programming
Site Design
Sustainable Design
Stakeholder Engagement
Economic Development
Cost Estimating
TIMELINE
March - October 2015
CLIENT
MEDC
Andy Doctorov
4219 Woodward Ave., Suite 205
Detroit, Michigan 48201
p 313 965-4100

Historic Fort Wayne
Detroit, MI

On behalf of the Michigan Economic Development Corporation, HR&A led a
multidisciplinary team tasked with crafting a vision plan for the redevelopment of Fort
Wayne, a historic 83-acre site located along the Detroit River in Southwest Detroit. Fort
Wayne has suffered from a lack of maintenance and investment for decades, leaving
many structures moderately or severely dilapidated. The Gordie Howe International
Bridge, a planned bridge to Canada that will be built adjacent to Fort Wayne, offers
an opportunity to bring renewed energy and attention to the neighborhood. The
HR&A and HAA Team created a vision plan that positions Fort Wayne as a cultural,
recreational, and educational destination that will celebrate and preserve the site’s
history while establishing a new riverfront attraction that will appeal to diverse
populations.
The concept plan achieves these goals through a series of short-term and long
term investments. The Team consulted with local stakeholders, experts, and
community members to ensure the vision plan will meet community needs, attract
visitors, and draw investment and attention. Finally, the HR&A Team recommended
careful phasing, funding and management strategies to achieve the long-term
implementation of the plan.
The vision articulates a bright future for Fort Wayne that celebrates the site’s unique
history, serves diverse users, and supports regional economic growth.
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Dow Commemorative Garden
Midland, MI

The 47 building site is the historic
grounds of one of Herbert Dow’s
original laboratories and office, and the
long time location of The Dow Chemical
Company’s World Headquarters. The
location of the site relative to downtown
Midland, the Tittabawasee River, Dow
Chemical’s Michigan operations, and
the new minor league baseball stadium,
provides the opportunity to enhance the
existing network of open spaces, while
highlighting the distinct contributions
made to the community and the world
of chemical engineering.
The design develops the site as a
passive, commemorative space
that makes a statement about the
Company’s heritage and legacy. Native
granite boulders gradually emerge
from the earth to form five walls leading
to the bluff above the river. They
symbolize the bond between chemistry
and humanity.
SERVICES
Master Planning
Landscape Architecture
Graphic Design
Cost Estimating
Construction Contract Administration
CLIENT
Michael D Hayes, CEO
Midland Center for the Arts
1801 E. St. Andres Rd.
Midland, Michigan 48640
989 631 5930
AWARDS
Michigan Chapter of the American Society
of Landscape Architects
Honor Award, 2012
Nationals Organization of Minority
Architects,
Honor Award, 2013
Louisiana Chapter of the American Society
of Landscape Architects
Honor Award, 2013
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SERVICES
Master Planning
Site Design
Construction Contract Administration

Almont Pocket Park

COMPLETED
2011

For the charming and friendly community of Almont, Michigan, going into town is
as much a social event as it is a commercial necessity. The site plan for a downtown
pocket park, known locally as the four corners, was designed with neighbors in mind.
The goal was to provide a centrally-located passive park that improved the appeal of
the downtown and provided a respite from nearby traffic, while providing a flexible
space for the farmers market and other events. Simple forms create an energetic yet
balanced blend of hard and soft elements. Details harken back to the town’s rural
roots.

CLIENT
Oliver Turner
Village Manager
Municipal Offices
817 N. Main Street
Almont. MI
810 798 8528

Village of Almont, Michigan
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Washington
Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan
Tree-lined Washington Boulevard
provides Detroiters a pleasant and
refreshed green city streetscape.
Commissioned by the Detroit Economic
Growth Corporation, the restoration
of the Historic Washington Boulevard
addressed issues inherited from
construction of the area’s pedestrian
plaza that resulted in obstructed
views of building entrances and major
reductions in on-street parking.
A stakeholder group of business owners
and long-time tenants requested
solutions that would provide greater
visibility and physical access to
their buildings, while improving the
business and residential environment.
A range of plans for the historic
boulevard included minor plaza-scape
modifications, increased parking
and visibility and complete road
reconstruction and restoration.
The area’s final design successfully
implemented the preferred boulevard
scheme, resulting in a cohesive
district with lighting, landscaping and
prominently displayed public artwork.
SERVICES
Programming
Urban Design
Master Planning
Landscape Architecture
Construction Contract Administration
COMPLETED
2005
CLIENT
Detroit Economic Growth Corporation
500 Griswold, Suite 2200
Detroit, MI 48226
P 313 963 2940
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SERVICES
Construction Contract Administration
Cost Estimating
Landscape Architecture
LEED Certification
Master Planning
Programming
Public Participation
Site Design
Sustainable Design
CLIENT
Chris Pyzik
Project Manager
Campus Services
1903 W. Michigan Avenue
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
p 269 387 4082

Western Michigan University
Sangren
Hall Sitework
Kalamazoo, Michigan
The new Sangren Hall creates an impressive architectural presence along the
Michigan Avenue corridor on WMU’s campus. Hamilton Anderson Associates created
a welcoming pubic space that unifies the area’s adjacent student facilities and the
new building; effectively converting the vehicular travelled Michigan Avenue to a
pedestrian corridor.
HAA integrated pedestrian circulation routes, service areas and storm water
management while transforming the existing parking lot into a student green space
and unifying open spaces along the corridor between Bronco Plaza and the Bernhard
Center. This new student gathering space strengthens connectivity to the nearby
arts campus and student residential areas. HAA worked with the team to provide cost
estimates for the University to obtain state funding.
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Louis Armstrong Park Congo
Square
New Orleans, Louisiana
Louis Armstrong Park was developed
with the city of New Orleans to
highlight the site’s rich, historic
African American heritage and
culture. The interpretive plaza
celebrates six key contributors,
linking them through design
elements and the creation of an
animated public space. Louis
Armstrong Park is a 29.23-acre
regional park, housing vital cultural
resources such as the Municipal
Auditorium, Mahalia Jackson
Theater for the Performing Arts, the
National Jazz Historical Park, and
Congo Square. The park provides an
interpretive “journey” through New
Orleans’ history and culture, while
creating educational and cultural
opportunities for families. Hamilton
Anderson Associates provided
professional design services to lead
the project from design concept to
implementation.
SERVICES
Facilities Assessment
Site Design
Landscape Architecture Coordination with
Five Artists Construction Observation Cost
Estimating
CLIENT
Todd C. James
Project Manager
MWH Americas, Inc.,
1340 Poydras St., #1420
New Orleans, LA 70112
504 654 1777
COMPLETION DATE
November 2011
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SERVICES
Architecture
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
Urban Design
CLIENT INFORMATION
The Stonehenge Company
147 North High Street
Gahanna, OH 43230
The City of Dublin
5200 Emerald Parkway
Dublin, OH 43017
COST
$9,100,000
PROJECT SIZE
28,000 sf, .68 acres
COMPLETION
2010

BriHi
Square
Dublin, Ohio
Through incorporation of well-defined public spaces, a mix of uses, coordinated
streetscape designs, pedestrian linkages, and improved parking and circulation, a
.68 acre site in the historic district of Dublin has been designed as a community focal
point and destination place by our team. Three buildings totaling 28,000 sf surround
a central plaza. This central plaza is highly visible from the main roads and includes
outdoor dining space and a unique water feature. The plaza can be closed or expanded
as a staging area for public events.
The design of BriHi Square respects the historic nature of its surroundings and aligns
with the City’s goals for the site; incorporating key ideas from Dublin’s Community
and Historic Plans. Use of natural materials such as wood, stone, and brick enhance
the Old World feel of the plaza. Buildings surrounding the plaza reinforce the existing
architecture of Dublin, incorporating salt box forms, steeply pitched roofs, and board
and batten siding characteristic of Ireland.
Automotive circulation is at the perimeter of the site using the existing grid network.
Pedestrian traffic is focused within the core of BriHi Square, centered around a rear
plaza for outdoor gatherings and dining. Adjacent to the rear plaza is a valet/dropoff area that is strategically located to facilitate patron movement from vehicles,
supporting a strictly pedestrian environment.
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City
of Hilliard - Station Park
Hilliard, Ohio

Hilliard’s Station Park is located at the
trailhead of the seven-mile Heritage Rail
Trail that stretches between downtown
Hilliard and Plain City, Ohio. The park
was designed as both a recreational hub
for people using the trail and a yearround event space for the community.
Nearest the trailhead, our team designed
the park to include a zone with outdoor
lockers and resting areas for those
using the trail. At the core of the park,
an amphitheater and a programmed
fountain with seasonal lighting and
music are the setting for a multifunctional community venue which
will be used throughout the year. The
interactive fountain features 47 color
LED ground jets that dance to music.
The fountain can be turned off during
community events to create a flexible
plaza space that accommodates more
visitors.
The architectural design is symbolic
of the site’s past use as a train depot.
Architectural features include deep
overhangs and brackets, as well as
large glass garage doors that have a
transparent feel. Through the use of
recycled, natural and environmentallyconscious materials, the park represents
a sustainable future.

SERVICES
Site Design
Landscape Architecture
Urban Design
Architecture
CLIENT INFORMATION
City of Hilliard
Don Schonhardt,
Mayor
3800 Municipal Way
Hilliard, OH 43026
614.876.7361
COST
$4.5M
COMPLETION
11.2015
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City of Royal Oak
Sanitary
& Combined Sewer Study
Royal Oak, Michigan
The purpose of this analysis was to
evaluate the City of Royal Oak sewer
capacity, gauge the effectiveness of
the past improvements and determine
the current risk of surcharging and
backups in the system. The study also
reevaluated the current stormwater
ordinance requirements and how any
possible changes would impact the
future risk of basement flooding.

and volume of a storm event, the
season the storm event occurred and
the level of wetness of the ground
prior to the onset of the storm event.
The unique strength of this model is
that it can take precipitation as well as
temperature variability to generate a
flow response the uniquely matches
the response of a sewer system as
recorded by the flow meters.

There are challenges that need to be
considered when attempting to answer
such important questions for the City.
Royal Oak has a complex sewer system
consisting of combined and separate
sewers; as well as an interconnected
network of County interceptors that
traverse the City. These interceptors
serve as an outlet to both the sanitary
and storm sewer systems in numerous
locations.

The City’s sewer network was modeled
using EPA SWMM, this is a nationally
accepted hydraulic modeling
application. The quarter section maps
provided the relevant information
necessary to build the model. The
stormwater calculations provided by
the City engineering department were
utilized as part of this analysis. The
flows derived in the hydrologic model
task were input into the model and the
hydraulic model was used to identify
the location and severity of hydraulic
deficiencies in the system.

We reviewed available flooding maps,
stormwater improvements maps
and storm water calculation logs and
associated maps. This information
provided a detailed background for us
to base our analysis. We utilized 5 flow
meters as well as one rain gage for a
duration of 6 months. The locations of
the meters were identified based on
historic basement backups, size of city
collector sewer connection to County
system, and the location of stormwater
improvements. OHM provided the
meters, the installation, meter O&M
and data collection.
We developed a system wide
hydrologic model utilizing H2oMetrics
– Antecedent Moisture Model (AMM).
Predicting the flow response of a
sewer system to a storm event is
considered a complex problem with
many variables, including the intensity

SERVICES PROVIDED
Hydraulic and hydrologic
analysis of the City combined and separate
sewer system
Identification of system
improvements to address
hydraulic deficiencies
Evaluation of the current stormwater ordinance
CLIENT INFORMATION
City of Royal Oak
Matthew J. Callahan. P.E.,
City Engineer
P.O. Box 64
211 Williams Street
Royal Oak, MI 48067
248.246.3260
COST
$140,000
COMPLETION
11.2013-11.2014
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Finance Department
211 S Williams Street
Royal Oak, MI 48067
248.246.3030
CITY OF ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
DOWNTOWN PARK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL, ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
RFP-SBP-RO-19-001
REFERENCES:
The City of Royal Oak requires that your company list at least three (3) clients who have recently had similar
work performed by your company. If you or your company has worked for the City of Royal Oak in the past,
please indicate by completing the information below.
COMPANY: City of Ferndale
ADDRESS: 300 East Nine Mile Rd.
PHONE:
CONTACT: Jordan Tweedy
EMAIL:
COMPANY: Wayne County Parks
ADDRESS: 33175 Ann Arbor Trail, Westland, MI 48185
PHONE:
734.261.4312
CONTACT: Elizabeth Iszler
EMAIL:
eiszler@waynecounty.com
COMPANY: Solanus Casey
ADDRESS: 4219 Woodward Ave. Suite 304, Detroit, MI 48201
PHONE: 248.672.2020
CONTACT: Jaime Rae Turnbull
EMAIL:
COMPLETION DATE:
The work shall commence as soon as possible upon City Commission award. The intent is to make a
recommendation of award at an April/May City Commission Meeting*(Date will be determined by designated
city representative and posted publicly). A work schedule shall be provided to Greg Rassel, DPS. The
designated City representative shall approve the work schedule prior to the start of the project. His/her decision as
to acceptability shall be deemed in the City of Royal Oak’s best interest. The City of Royal Oak is the only party to
this contract that may authorize amendment of this schedule. The contractor is required to start the project within
ten (10) working days after notification to start work. The entire project must be completed by fall 2020*(Date will
be determined by designated city representative and posted publicly).
(X)

Our company can meet the completion date

(

Our company cannot meet the completion date but offers:

)
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TEAM
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OHM employed complete street principles to
improve Farmington’s historic downtown. The
complex project invlolved coordination with
MDOT, RCOC and the City’s DDA. Traffic lanes
were removed to facilitate on street parking and
sidewalk widening. This resulted in additional
storm sewer deisgned to help facilitate
drainage. New sidewalk was placed from the
proposed back of curb to the building fronts,
partially comprised of brick pavers.

City of
ROYAL OAK

HAMILTON ANDERSON
Project Lead
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Planning / Urban Design
Angela Hicks
Project Manager
Meghan Diecchio
Landscape
Architect

Chris Riggert
Landscape
Architect
Mark Farlow
Architectural Lead

TEAM
We pride ourselves on crafting project teams that best fit the vision and intent
of each unique design problem. The professional staff needed to facilitate
the scopes of work identified for landscape architecture, architecture. urban
design, MEP, civil and structural engineering requires a diversity of talent and
the ability to work together, sharing skills and experiences to solve problems
and develop creative solutions.
We have assembled a qualified and dedicated team of professionals for
your project. Specific team members and their roles are described in the
organizational chart, brief resumes follow.

OHM
MEP, Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Structural Engineering
Surveying

TEC
Geotechnical Report
Soil Borings

DRUMMOND CARPENTER
Green Infrastructure
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Patrick Droze Civil Engineer
Louis Meyotte Electrical Engineer
Sean A. Tabacsko Mechanical Engineer
Jim Rintala Structural Engineer
Stephen B. Dearing Traffic Engineer
Andrew W. Schripsema Surveyor

Carey J. Suhan Civil Engineer

Donald D. Carpenter Green Infrastructure

HamiltonAnderson

HAMILTON ANDERSON
ASSOCIATES
1435 Randolph Ste. 200
Detroit, MI 48226
www.hamilton-anderson.com
“S” Corporation
Licensed in the State of Michigan, 1994
Certified Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE)
SERVICES
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Planning
Urban Design
YEARS IN BUSINESS
Since 1994
FEDERAL ID NUMBER
# 38-3193028

ANGELA HICKS, PLA, ASLA, APA
Project Manager
MARK FARLOW
Architectural Lead
MEGHAN DIECCHIO, PLA, ALSA,
CNU
Landscape Architect
CHRIS RIGGERT, PLA,ASLA, CNU
Landscape Architect

Hamilton Anderson Associates (HAA) is a multi-disciplinary design firm
dedicated to improving the built environment through creative, contemporary
design. Our design process combines rigorous analysis, intuitive curiosity and
thoughtful execution to create inspiring, contextually responsive solutions.
As an MBE, HAA’s diverse group of design professionals work collaboratively
across multiple disciplines, including architecture, landscape architecture,
interior design, planning, urban design, strategic planning, and graphic
design. HAA offers informed perspectives to create compelling, sustainable
projects that provide a lasting and positive impact on our communities.
Hamilton Anderson was founded in Detroit, Michigan in 1994 when architect
Rainy Hamilton, Jr. partnered with planner and landscape architect Kent
Anderson. Together they founded Hamilton Anderson with a simple premise:
as architect and landscape architect, and as two individuals from radically
different beginnings, they would pool their talents, personalities and
backgrounds to build a firm that values unity over uniformity.
Today, HAA has evolved with emerging, dynamic leaders whose design
acumen stretches across a wide array of professional design services.
Our team has extensive experience working with diverse populations and
neighborhoods throughout Michigan. We offer a fine grained knowledge of
not only the physical environment, but the cultural, political and economic
character of the study area as well.
Hamilton Anderson Associates has the following insurance limits:
• General Liability: $2,000,000
• Professional Liability: $5,000,000
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Rooted in experience
—and always looking
forward. Our heritage is
strong, but our passion to
help communities is what
drives us every day.

ORCHARD, HILTZ &
MCCLIMENT (OHM)
34000 Plymouth Road
Livonia, MI 48150
www.ohm-advisors.com
SERVICES
Civil Engineering
PROJECT ROLE:
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Infrastructure/Traffic
Water Resources

We think differently.

Firm Growth

OHM Advisors is a community advancement
firm designing award-winning work across
the engineering, architecture, and planning
spheres. We believe that something
incredible grows out of a team of experts
with individual specialties – ideas with
bigger impact. More energy. Greater
synergy.

OHM Advisors was established in 1962 and
has been growing steadily ever since. As
a growing multidisciplinary organization,
we provide a variety of services to our
clients with a passion to be Advancing
Communities for many years to come.

Community is at the center of
everything we do.
As a team of over 400 multidisciplinary
professionals in three states, we’re wildly
diverse and singularly passionate about
Advancing Communities.
We’ve proudly had an impact on many
communities over the past five-plus decades,
but are especially honored that our four
original clients are still with us today. They
tell us it’s because we make their challenges
our own and embed ourselves deeply in their
organizations to deliver innovation. We like
to think it’s because infused into everything
we do is the belief that putting people first
makes an impact on a community.

PATRICK DROZE, PE
Civil Engineer
LOUIS MEYOTTE, PE
Electrical Engineer
SEAN A. TABACSKO
Mechanical Engineer
JIM RINTALA, PE
Structural Engineer
STEPHEN B. DEARING, PE, PTOE
Traffic Engineer
ANDREW W. SCHRIPSEMA PE, PS
Surveyor
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Firm Ownership
Orchard, Hiltz & McCliment, Inc. (OHM
Advisors) is a privately held corporation,
governed by a seven member Board of
Directors and has thirty-three employee
shareholders.

From property acquisition
through construction and
renovation, we strive to be your
single source for engineering
consulting and testing services.
TESTING ENGINEERS &
CONSULTING, INC (TEC)
1343 Rochester R 8099-0249
248.588.6200 or 313.TESTING
Fax: 248.588.6232
email: tec@tectest.com
Offices in Ann Arbor + Detroit
www.testingengineers.com
SERVICES
Geotechnical Engineering
PROJECT ROLE:
Geotechnical
Soil Borings

CAREY SUHAN, PE
Geotechnical Engineer
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DRUMMOND
CARPENTER, PLLC
4717 Campus Dr, Suite 2000
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
p 407 417 1220
www.drummondcarpenter.com
Drummond Carpenter is proud to be a
SDVOSB
D-U-N-S number 080129842
Cage Code 7KQK4
NAICS Codes 541330, 541620, 541690,
541720, 541990, 562910, 611430
SERVICES
Green Infrastructure
PROJECT ROLE:
Green Infrastucture Design

Drummond Carpenter, PLLC is a certified service-disabled veteran-owned
small business (SDVOSB) specializing in sustainable engineering and applied
research. Corporate principals are licensed professional engineers in Florida
and Michigan and have successfully completed projects across the country.
They have qualified as subject matter experts and as expert witnesses in the
court of law. Drummond Carpenter provides technical services in four practice areas – Green Infrastructure, Sustainable Water Resources, Numerical
Modeling, and Environmental Assessment & Remediation. Our clients have
included federal agencies, municipal governments, educational institutions,
industrial clients, and non-profit organizations.
for our clients. Our staff have the expertise and experience necessary to
assist communities in implementing green infrastructure, developing stormwater management plans and monitoring investigations, conducting civil
site design, and implementing sustainability master plans with an emphasis
on making communities more livable through an interdisciplinary approach.
Green infrastructure is an increasingly popular method to capture and treat
stormwater at the source while also providing social and economic benefits
not associated with grey infrastructure. Stormwater management plans and
performance monitoring are necessary for communities struggling with issues
related to flood control, water quality, combined sewers, and permit compliance. Sustainability master plans assess current and future social, economic,
and environmental conditions as communities deal with asset management,
economic stagnation, and resource management.
Drummond Carpenter expertise ranges from conceptual site design based on
community forums to hydrologic modeling of structural green infrastructure
for improved sustainable watershed management to monitoring for the establishment of treatment effectiveness.

DONALD D. CARPENTER
Civil Engineer
Stormwater Management Lead
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HamiltonAnderson

Angela Hicks, PLA, ASLA, APA, CNU
Project Director, Landscape Architect, Planner

Angela Hicks has twenty seven years experience designing and implementing
master plans and site designs in the urban environment including urban parks,
mixed-use districts, historic institutions, neighborhoods, streets, and schools for
both the public and private sector.
Her experience spans multiple scales of planning/design, and project
management. Her extensive knowledge of the design process enables her to
guide a project from analysis and design, to documentation and implementation.

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Michigan State University, 1991
• Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Graphic and Industrial Design
University of Michigan, 1983
REGISTRATIONS
• Landscape Architect: Michigan,
#3901001217, 1995
• Certified Planner: #210517, 2008
• NCI Certified
• CLARB Certified Landscape
Architect
• Attended Six modules of the
official MIplace Partnership Initiative
Placemaking Curriculum Training
AFFILIATIONS
• American Institute for Certified
Planners
• American Society of Landscape
Architects
• American Society of Landscape
Architects Michigan Chapter
• American Planning Association
• Urban Land Institute
• Congress for New Urbanism
• American Horticulture Society
EXPERIENCE
• With HAA since 1997. Six years
previous experience.

She is also a talented writer and graphic designer adept at organizing creative,
user friendly documents, design guidelines, and publications. She is certified by
the National Charrette Institute, and has extensive experience with public outreach
and stakeholder engagement.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Solanus Casey Center Master Plan
Detroit, MI
RecoveryPark Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Chandler Park Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Historic Fort Wayne
Feasibility and Land Use Study
Detroit, MI

East Jefferson Stakeholder Outreach
and Implementation Strategy
Detroit, MI
Detroit Future City Vacant Land Guide
Detroit, MI
Detroit River International
Crossing Study & Design
Aesthetic Guide
Detroit, MI
Ford Motor Land Development
Dearborn, MI

Clinch PArk
Traverse City, MI
Dow COmmemerative Gardens
Midland, MI
Lu’an City Pi River Waterfront Urban Design
Plan
Lu’an, Anhui, China
Longquan Mountain
Archipelago
Hefei, Anhui Province, China
Historic Belle Isle Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Brush Park Parcels A&B Mixed Use
Development
Detroit, MI
The Henry Ford Greenfield Village Master
Plan
Dearborn, MI

Detroit Medical Center
Mixed-Use District Plan
Detroit, MI
South Woodward Corridor Master Plan
Birmingham, MI
Downtown Midland Commercial District
Redevelopment
Midland, MI
Ecorse Mill Street Redevelopment
Ecorse, MI
Northend Neighborhood
Strategic Investment Plan
Detroit, MI
Livernois Development Plan
Detroit, MI
Vanguard North End Neighborhood

Redevelopment
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HamiltonAnderson

Mark Farlow

Director of Design
Project Role: Architectural Design
Mark Farlow is the Director of Design at Hamilton Anderson with over 24 years
of professional experience in the design and management of architecture
and urban design projects. Mark assists clients in the development of design
vision and strategies for implementation of projects. He is an enthusiastic advocate for the architecture profession, speaking at local schools and community groups at every opportunity.

EDUCATION
Master of Architecture
Lawrence Technological University,
2009
Master of Science in Architecture
Program University of Cincinnati,
1982-1984
Bachelor of Architecture
Lawrence Institute of Technology, 1982
Bachelor of Science in Architecture
Lawrence Institute of Technology, 1981
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Birmingham Rotary Club - Past President 2010-2011
Birmingham Bloomfield Art Center
Board of Directors 2009-2011
LTU Architecture Alumni Cabinet - Chair
2009-2010
LECTURE
Visiting Professor
Capstone Studio
Ferris State University
Adjunct Professor
Advanced Design Studio, Graduate
Program
2016 LTU Henry B. & Barbara J. Horldt
Excellence in Teaching Award
2016 LTU Distinguished Architecture
Alumni Award
2013 Teaching & Learning Using Technology Faculty Award
College of Architecture & Design
Lawrence Technological University
Adjunct Professor
Masters Studio, Graduate Program
EXPERIENCE
• With HAA since 2014. 25 years
previous experience.

Along with his community service, he has been teaching at LTU as an adjunct
professor of architecture since 1995 and today leads the academic community
with his innovative online-format architecture design studios.
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
MIplace ‘Missing Middle’ Michigan
Housing Design Competition
(2nd place)
AIA Michigan
Orleans Landing
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
City of Southfield
City Centre Site Master Plan
Southfield, MI
Historic Motown Museum
Detroit, MI
The Platform: Brightmoor & Islandview
Properties Master Planning
Detroit, MI
Brewster-Douglass Master Plan
Choice Neighborhoods Program
Detroit, MI
Brush Park South
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
Dearborn Living Street Design and
Implementation Plan
MML PlacePlan
Dearborn, MI
Olympia Development of Michigan
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
Elton Park
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
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Historic Brush Park
X-1 , A-3 Apartments
Detroit, MI
Historic Brush Park
Hybrid Townhome
Detroit, MI
Historic Brush Park
New Mixed-Use Development
Master Plan Parcels A+B
Detroit, MI
The Hamilton on Davenport
Historic Renovation
Detroit, MI
Detroit Events Center /
Little Caesars Arena
Detroit, MI
Olympia Development of Michigan
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
Gordie Howe International Bridge
Crossing Aesthetic Design Guide
Detroit, MI
45 W Grand River
Historic Renovation
Detroit, MI

HamiltonAnderson

Meghan Diecchio, PLA, ASLA
Landscape Architect

Meghan has diverse project experience including site design of multi-family
and transit-oriented development projects, medical and educational campuses, parks and other civic and cultural spaces, and retail centers, as well as
development of public art and urban activation strategies.
With a background in urban planning and public policy, Meghan brings
a unique perspective shaped by her prior policy work in smart growth,
active living, community use of schools, and crime prevention through
environmental design.
EDUCATION
• Master of Landscape Architecture
University of California Berkley, 2011
Thesis: Starting Small: Grassroots
Tools for Revitalizing Detroit’s
Neighborhoods

Meghan is particularly interested in urban design, placemaking, and the use
of design as a tool for community and economic development. She is an
organized and proactive project architect who loves solving complex design
problems and working with multi-disciplinary teams.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Schiffer Park Renovation
Ferndale, MI

BART Lake Merritt Plaza
Oakland, CA*

REGISTRATION
• Landscape Architect, 2017,
Michigan #3901001697

Ferndale Community Skatepark
Ferndale, MI

First Street Plaza
Napa, CA*

AFFILIATIONS
• American Soc. Landscape Architects

Wanda Park Master Plan & Renovation
Ferndale, MI

Embarcadero Square
San Francisco, CA*

AWARDS
• Winner of H. Leland Vaughan Award
• President, UC Berkeley Chapter of
ASLA

Geary Park Master Plan & Renovation
Ferndale, MI

Brush Park / City Modern
Detroit, MI

Wilson Park Master Plan
Ferndale, MI

Hudson’s Block Redevelopment
Detroit, MI

Belvedere Tiburon Public Library & Park
Tiburon, CA*

Broadway Park Development
Ann Arbor, MI

Hayward Central Library and Heritage
Plaza
Hayward, CA*

Motown Museum Expansion
Detroit, MI

•

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science
William Jewel College, 2001

*work performed at another firm
EXPERIENCE
• With HAA since 2016. Seven years
previouexperience.

Bayer Neighborhood Park & Gardens
Santa Rosa, CA*
Mezes & Jardin de Ninos Park
Redwood City, CA*
Mission Bay Children’s Park
San Francisco, CA*
Stafford Lake Park Master Plan
Novato, CA*

ECN Mack Ave Development Plan
Detroit, MI
University of Detroit Mercy
Student Center Renovation
Detroit, MI
Union Square District Public Realm
Improvement Plan
San Francisco, CA*
VA Palo Alto Public Art Master Plan
Palo Alto, CA*2400 Sand Hill Road /
Quadrus8 Conference Center
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HamiltonAnderson

Chris Riggert, PLA, ASLA, CNU
Landscape Architect
Project Role: Landscpae Architecture

Chris Riggert is an award-winning Landscape Architect with an intensive
focus on reclamation and urban redevelopment. As a project team member,
Chris will employ his creative intuition and technical capabilities to design
and implement a comprehensive site design solution that responds to your
needs.

EDUCATION
•
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Iowa State University, 2013
REGISTRATIONS
•
Landscape Architect, 2016
Michigan #3901001672
AFFILIATIONS
•
American Society of Landscape
Architects
•
Congress for New Urbanism
EXPERIENCE
• With HAA since 2013. All experience with
HAA.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Ferndale Parks Renovations
Ferndale, MI
Solanus Casey Center
Campus Site Plan
Detroit, MI
Gordie Howe International Bridge
Crossing Aesthetic Design Guide
Detroit, MI
Chandler Park Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Historic Fort Wayne
Feasibility Study and Master Plan
Detroit, MI
City of Ferndale
Master Land Use Update
Ferndale, MI
W7 Infill Strategy
Detroit, MI
Palmer Park Residential Feasibility Study
Detroit, MI
Solanus Casey Center Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Recovery Park Master Plan
Detroit, MI
Elizabeth Park Greenway and Shoreline
Restoration
Trenton, MI
David C. Campbell Memorial
Exhibit & Performance Space
Detroit, MI
North End Neighborhood Study
Detroit, MI
Wayne State University
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Community Arts Loading Dock
Improvements
Detroit, MI
Wayne State University
Historic Thompson Home
Student Housing Renovation
Detroit, MI
Wayne State University
Anthony Wayne Drive Housing
Detroit, MI
Historic Brush Park
Parcels A+B Development
Detroit, MI
Elton Park
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
Brewster South Site
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
The Hamilton on Davenport
Historic Renovation
Detroit, MI
Historic Rivertown Orleans Landing
Mixed-Use Development
Detroit, MI
Oak Park Strategic Economic Development
Plan
Oak Park, MI
Eastern Market Mixed Use Development
Plan
Detroit, MI
Detroit Future City
Field Guide for Working with Lots
Detroit, MI
DTE Energy Navitas House
Detroit, MI

®

Patrick Droze, PE
Site Engineer

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering, Michigan State
University, 2005
EXPERIENCE
• With OHM Advisors since
2006, All experience with
OHM Advisors
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION
• Professional Engineer
MI, 2010, #6201057494

Patrick Droze serves as Project Manager and Client Representative in
OHM Advisor’s Municipal Services group. In this role, Patrick works
with Municipal and Private Clients on the development of infrastructure
and site development projects. Projects include a mixture of work that
includes roadways, utilities, drainage, green infrastructure, traffic and
structural. This broad experience allows Patrick to develop comprehensive
solutions for Clients that are considerate of elements beyond the original
problem statement. His vast experiences from serving as a Municipal
Client Representative also provides Patrick with capital improvement plan
development savvy and the ability to help clients work through cost effective
problem solving on often unique and perplexing community issues.
Patrick’s specialty and passion from earlier work in his career remains
stormwater management. Previous projects included performing hydrology,
hydraulic and stream bank design for various state and county and municipal
agencies. Patrick is experienced in storm water modeling software packages
including HEC-RAS, FHWA Hydraulic Toolbox, HEC-HMS, HY-8 and SWMM.
Patrick is also proficient in AutoCAD’s Civil 3D and ArcGIS.
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Site Development Projects – Hamiltion Anderson Associates
OHM Advisors is providing site/civil engineer for developments in Detroit’s
midtown and Wayne State University. The projects include design of utility
connections, site grading and stormwater management utilizing DWSD’s storm
water credit program.
Engineering and Design Services for Storm Water Management Practices –
DWSD
Project Manager for a program developed to provide site assessments for 200
non-residential sites in the City of Detroit. The work will include coordination
with private property owners, site investigations, and development of a report
of recommended green infrastructure to help reduce overall site drainage
charge.
Border to Border Trail, Washtenaw County
Project Manager for the design and construction of a segment of the
Washtenaw County Border-to-Border non-motorized trail. The conversion of
the railroad to high-speed passenger service required additional provisions to
ensure safety.
Rolling Hills County Park, Washtenaw County Parks and Recreation
Commission, MI
Design Engineer for a project including site grading, two miles of roadway
and four miles of asphalt trails at a 350-acre County park. The project
included significant earth moving operations over a 100-acre area as well as
coordination with the Washtenaw County Road Commission for right of way
improvements and the Washtenaw County Water Resources Commissioner’s
Office for storm water management design. The unique storm water aspect
of this project is a goal of zero storm water discharge from the site, so all
types of LID techniques are incorporated. The project utilizes BMP designs
such as bioswales, rain gardens and porous pavers to capture and infiltrate
storm water.
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®

Louis Meyette, PE
Electrical Engineer

Lou Meyette is responsible for electrical and mechanical systems design
and specifications. He has vast experience with electrical controls, power
distribution systems, and other related systems. With both Mechanical and
Electrical disciplines involving energy consumption, Lou is uniquely aware of
energy costs and has experience designing for energy efficient systems.
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering,
Michigan Technological
University, 1989
EXPERIENCE
• With OHM since 2007
18 years prior experience
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION
• Professional Engineer
MI, 2007, #54591
OH, 2011, #75458

Westland Farmer’s Market & Tattan Park Improvements, Westland, MI
Acting as Electrical Engineer for this challenging project required a great deal
of electrical coordination between lighted site elements over a large park
area, complicated by requirements due to identified contamination on the
property and previously executed remediation efforts. The farmer’s market
complex is a three building unit that accommodates concessions, public
restrooms, storage and a large, flexible multi-function space.
Novi Dog Park, City of Novi, MI
Electrical Engineer for the lighting/electrical design for a new City dog park
adjacent to the Novi Ice Arena. The project will expand public recreation
services by creating a dog park that will be contained within a fenced area with
a gated entry way and approximately 20 parking spaces for public use. Water
service will also be added.
Ann Arbor Street Decorative Lighting, Village of Dexter, MI
Electrical Engineer for the assessment of existing conditions, development
of lighting design, conduit layout, and preparation of bidding documents for
lighting improvements completed in coordination with the rehabilitation of
Ann Arbor Street. Lighting and conduit were designed for the entire project
length.
MTU Alumni Way Statue, Michigan Technological University
Project Manager/Electrical Engineer for the addition of a bronze Husky statue
to the main pedestrian thoroughfare on the campus of MTU. Design included
landscape elements such as placement of benches, planters, and lighting
bollards. A site plan was developed to indicate site components, grading, and
connections to existing sidewalks. The project also included the placement of
the statue on a large natural boulder that was brought in by a local contractor.
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®

Andrew W. Schripsema, PE, PS
Surveyor

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science in Land
Surveying, Michigan Technological
University, 2000
• Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering, Michigan
Technological University, 2000
EXPERIENCE
• With OHM since 2007
7 years prior experience
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
• Professional Engineer
MI, 2005, #52605
PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR
• MI, 2008, #55483
• WI, 2009, #2915-008

As Survey Manager, Mr. Schripsema is responsible for assigning tasks and
making sure the scope, schedule and budget are met on projects. He has
been involved in several road and bridge projects from design through
construction. He has significant knowledge and understanding of MDOT
surveying procedures and standards. He aids in providing office calculations
and generates required reports and documentation requested. He is
proficient in AutoCAD Civil3D, Microstation Power GEOPAK, Trimble Business
Center and StarNET.
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
I-75 Bridges over the Rouge River and Fort Street, Detroit
Project Manager for this project involving the design survey of approximately
2-miles of I-75 and the surrounding areas. This project involved mobile
scanning, static scanning and traditional surveying methods in order to
obtain a topographic survey of the I-75 bridges over the Rouge River and Fort
Street. OHM Advisors’ scope included the vertical control establishment,
supplemental mapping of the surface streets and areas surrounding I-75, as
well as the alignment and right of way determination.
Westland Farmers Market and Tattan Park, City of Westland
As Project Surveyor, Andrew was responsible for the design survey and
construction staking needed for the drainage improvements at the city park.
Improvements included new pedestrian facilities, providing pathways and
ADA accessible routes throughout the site, providing storm sewer design, and
updating the site’s storm water management system to conform to Wayne
County standards. A county drain relocation and enclosure was required
to provide pedestrian access between the areas of the Farmers Market and
Tattan Park. A drain easement was prepared in order for the county drain to
be dedicated to the County.
Rolling Hills County Park, Washtenaw County Parks and Recreation
Commission
Andy served as the Project Surveyor and orchestrated aerial and ground
surveying for more than 180 acres of topographic surveying. He has
coordinated surveying efforts with the contractor for the layout of the project
using GPS.
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®

Sean A. Tabacsko
Mechanical Engineer

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering,
Michigan Technological
University, 2004
EXPERIENCE
• With OHM since 2013
9 years prior experience
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
• American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and
Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) – Eastern
Michigan

Sean Tabacsko is responsible for technical aspects of design, system
analysis, code research, technical calculations, drawing preparation,
specifications, field work, shop drawings, coordination with other trades
and job progress meetings on a variety of mechanical engineering projects.
Sean has experience in project management, construction observation and
construction services, project acquisition budgeting and programming, and
project planning. He has also been Project Manager and Lead Engineer on
a variety of design projects including K-12 Schools, colleges and universities,
industrial complexes and corporate commercial and healthcare facilities
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Facility Assessment, Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD)
Provided a facility assessment of all of the water treatment and distribution
facilities with the DWSD system to allow investors an insight to the facility’s
condition during the departments bond sale. The assessment included
electrical infrastructure as well as overall pumping, water treatment, controls
and reliability of the system.
Orion Center, Orion Township
Provided investigative services to determine the causes associated
with the HVAC system control and comfort issues of a two story 20,000
sqft community center in Orion Township, MI. Compiled results and
recommendations into an assessment report. Advised the township of
recommended steps to resolutions.
HVAC System Analysis and Upgrades, Church of the Transfiguration,
Southfield, MI
Mechanical Designer for a review of existing HVAC equipment and
recommendations for equipment replacement including construction costs
and an estimated return on investment. A Unit Ventilator System was chosen
as well as replacement of the boilers, circulating pumps and control system.
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®

James Rintala, PE
Structural Engineer

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science, Civil
Engineering, Michigan
Technological University,
1984
•

Master of Science, Structural
Engineering, Michigan
Technological University,
1987

EXPERIENCE
• With OHM since 2018
30 years prior experience
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION
• Professional Engineer,
• MI, #44654
• WI, # E-37950
PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATIONS
• American Welding Society
(CWI) Certification No.
07041141
• FHWA NHI 13055 Safety
Inspection of In-Service
Bridges
• ICC Structural Steel and
Bolting Special Inspector
Certificate No. 5230937-S1

As a structural engineer with multi-state experience, Jim has performed design,
construction inspection/engineering for buildings, bridges, marine and other
structures. He has 17 years’ experience designing MDOT, MDOT/local agency and
MDTMB bridge projects using AASHTO and MDOT Standards and has completed
over 100 local agency and MDNR bridge inspections and ratings. Jim is highly
proficient with finite elements structural analyses techniques utilizing STADD. Jim
has construction engineering experience in concrete, masonry, steel-bolted joint
and weld inspection. He is proficient in special structural inspections per Michigan
Building Code on construction projects throughout Michigan and has participated in
complex projects, including inspecting portions of the Mackinac Bridge.
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Emmet County Fairgrounds, Petoskey, MI*
Structural engineer on this $6 million multi-use complex. We planned,
programmed and budgeted, surveyed, designed, administered construction and
provided QA/QC materials testing and inspection services. Located on US-31
at the west entrance to the City of Petoskey, the project included extensive site
construction and landscaping, new water mains, sanitary and storm sewers, site and
sport lighting, primary and secondary power systems, data and communications
cabling. The project also included construction of five new buildings and the
renovation of five historic barns. Building work includes a new 10,000 square foot
community center; 10,000 square foot exhibit barn; 2,500 seat covered grandstand,
a large restroom/shower building; and a new pedestrian entrance plaza structure.
Resort Township East Park & West Park, Emmet County, MI*
Structural Engineer for this MDOT Transportation Enhancement Program project.
The project included construction of two public parks, one at each end of the
Bay Harbor development on US-31, west of Petoskey, Michigan. Work included
park layouts including recreational trails, site grading and utilities, landscape,
and pavilion and overlook structures. The utility systems included sanitary sewer
lift station and force main, site lighting and electrical systems, plumbing, and
mechanical systems for public restroom buildings and pavilions. The project
included extensive landscape design and ADA trails. Additional funding was
obtained through development grants from MDNR Trust Fund and MDEQ Coastal
Zone Management Programs. This park is a jewel providing public enjoyment of
Little Traverse Bay to thousands of users each year.
Port Austin Harbor & Village Waterfront, Port Austin, MI – 2014*
Structural Engineer on this update to the State of Michigan’s boat access site
and harbor facilities and the Village’s park. Project involved a study, design and
construction engineering services, including planning/budgeting, civil, site,
structural, electrical, marine and landscape design, for over $8.9 million worth of
rehabilitation and improvements to the existing State Harbor of Refuge and the
Village’s waterfront park, on Lake Huron in Port Austin, Michigan.
*Work Completed Proir to Joining OHM Advisors
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Stephen B. Dearing, PE, PTOE
Traffic Engineer

EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering, University of
Michigan, 1976
EXPERIENCE
• With OHM since 2000
24 years prior experience
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION
• Professional Engineer
• MI, 1981, #28487
• OH, 2011, #75334
• Professional Traffic
Operations Engineer, 2004

As OHM’s Practice Leader for Traffic Engineering, Mr. Dearing is responsible for
all aspects of offering transportation planning and traffic engineering services.
He has led the technical efforts on traffic impact studies, crash analyses, capacity
analyses, parking and pedestrian studies, roadway conversion and road diet studies,
traffic signal designs, traffic signal optimization, freeway and non-freeway signing,
maintenance of traffic planning and design efforts and pedestrian issues. Mr. Dearing
has developed expertise in modeling and design of modern roundabouts. He works
with clients to identify their needs, prepares proposals, project scheduling, budget
tracking and quality control for all the studies and plans produced by the engineers
and technicians of the group.
SELECT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Anthony Wayne Drive Student Housing – Traffic Impact Study
Manager of a Traffic Impact Study evaluating vehicular and pedestrian impacts from
an 800 unit housing development on the campus of Wayne State University. The
project included a conventional traffic model as well as an evaluation of pedestrian
facilities in the vicinity of the project.
Detroit Free Press Building Renovation – Construction Phase Traffic
Traffic Engineer advising Homrich Construction in the development of a construction
phase plan for staging of construction equipment during early phase renovation of the
Detroit Free Press Building.
Northwestern Connector, Oakland County, MI
Lead Traffic Engineer responsible for MOT, signs, signals, pavement markings, and
traffic studies and modeling. The full reconstruction of the ‘triangle’ of Orchard Lake
Rd, 14 Mile Rd and M-10 Northwestern Hwy was a very complex endeavor, requiring
intricate staging plans related to numerous geometric and utility constraints. While
portions of 14 Mile and Orchard Lake Roads could be closed for various periods,
M-10 had to be maintained open for traffic at all times. A comprehensive operational
study was needed to evaluate the planned introduction of a multi-lane roundabout
intersection in close proximity with traffic signals at the intersections of Orchard Lake
Road/Northwestern Highway and 14 Mile Road/Northwestern Highway.
West Grand Boulevard at I-94 Bridge Replacement, City of Detroit, MI
Lead Traffic Engineer for this project where OHM Advisors provided design services
to MDOT in developing design plans for the road portion of the bridge replacement
project. MDOT prepared the bridge replacement plans. This accelerated project
was completed in about four months. Unique challenges included complex staging
due to the location of this project and its proximity to the I-96/I-94 interchange.
Coordination was required with the City of Detroit Engineering, Detroit PLD, and other
private utility companies in this location.
Grand River Road Diet Study, City of Farmington, MI – 2014-2015
Project Manager and QC Reviewer for this Road Diet Study of Grand River Ave from
Shiawassee Rd to Orchard Lake Rd in Farmington, MI. The purpose of the study was
to determine if the 4 and 5-lane portions of the corridor could be reduced in laneage
to accommodate on street bike lanes. The project work included data collection,
Synchro/SimTraffic analysis, and report writing.
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Carey J. Suhan, PE
Geotechnical

EDUCATION
• BS, Civil Engineering
University of Michigan, 1985
• MS, Civil Engineering
(Geotechnical/Environmental
Concentration)
Wayne State University, 1995
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Niton XRF Analyzer Operator’s Training Certificate, 2010
• FRA Contractors On Track Safety
Training, 2009
• MDEQ RBCA Training Course, 1995
• 40-Hour Hazardous Waste Training
Certification (OSHA)
• 8-Hour Hazardous Waste Training
Refresher, Annually
• Hazardous Waste Refresher Course,
2002
• 8-Hour Hazardous Waste Supervisor
Certification Training (OSHA)
• Deep Foundations Institute Annual
Conference, 1991
• Environmental Site Assessment Seminar, PSI, 1987
• Fundamentals of Deep Foundation
Design, University of Missouri Rolla,
1989
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS
• Licensed Professional Engineer, State
of Michigan, #2601036161, 1990
• Licensed Professional Engineer, State
of Ohio, #78837, 2014

Thirty-one years experience in geotechnical engineering, construction materials testing and environmental site assessment investigations and supervision
of engineering and technical staff. Responsibilities include development of
geotechnical exploration programs; field and advanced laboratory testing of
soils and construction materials, preparation of foundation and construction
recommendations including pile, caisson, and auger cast pile recommendations, and slope stability analysis. Also experienced in pavement consulting
and underground design. Background in commercial, municipal, industrial,
and residential projects. Supervises drilling crews performing geotechnical
and environmental sampling, piezometer, and ground water monitoring well
installation. Experienced in all phases of environmental site assessments.
Environmental responsibilities include design and planning of environmental
investigations, technical reviews, client consultation and report writing.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
HCMA Experience
• Kensington-Phosphate Isotherm Investigation; Environmental Drilling
• Metro Beach Metro Park Activity Center; Geotechnical Investigation
• Stoney Creek Metro - Timber Bridge; Geotechnical Investigation
• Metro Beach - Boat Launching Facility; Geotechnical Investigation
• Stoney Creek Metro Park – 28 Mile Rd & Bridge; Geotechnical Investigation
• Hudson Mills to Dexter Hike/Bike Trail; Geotechnical Investigation
• Willow Metro Park Pool Replacement; Geotechnical Investigation
• Wolcott Mill Metro Park; Geotechnical Investigation
• Metro Beach Metro Park - Aquatic Play Area; Geotechnical Investigation
• Metro Beach Water Supply Improvements; Geotechnical Investigation
• Metro Beach – Proposed Boat Launch; Geotechnical Investigation
Oakland County Parks & Rec Blanket Contract Experience
• Waterford Oaks; Skating Park - Waterford Twp., MI
• Springfield Oaks County Park; Historical Barn Relocation
• Proposed Boardwalks & Bridge Connecting OYC – Independence Oaks
• White Lake Oaks County Park; New Clubhouse - White Lake Twp., MI
• Orion Oaks County Park; Parking Lot - Orion Twp., MI
• Groveland Oaks County Park; Ticket Sales/Bike Storage
• Catalpa Oaks Park Improvements – Southfield, MI
• Independence Oaks County Park; Clinton River Culvert Replacement & Road
Reconstruction
• Addison Oaks County Park Connector Trail - Addison Twp., MI
• Groveland Oaks County Park; Existing Septic Drain Field - Groveland Twp., MI
• Springfield Oaks County Park; Existing Septic Drain Field - Springfield Twp., MI
• Springfield Oaks County Park; Covered Horse Arena – Springfield Twp., MI
Additional Park Experience
• Fairhaven Boat Access; DTMB c/o Beckett & Raeder – Ira Twp., MI
• Decker’s Landing Boat Access; DTMB c/o Beckett & Raeder – Clay Twp., MI
• Marine City Boat Access; DTMB c/o Beckett & Raeder – Marine City, MI
• North Channel Boat Access; DTMB c/o Beckett & Raeder – Algonac, MI
• Boat Launch - Bay City, MI
• Lakeside Park Improvements - Ypsilanti Twp., MI
• Dodge Park Beach Erosion Groin; DTMB c/o Beckett & Raeder – Waterford, MI
• Pavilion Shore Park Improvements; City of Novi – Novi, MI
• Accessible path, fishing pier/overlook at Cass Lake along Dodge Park #4 – State of
Michigan DTMB
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Donald D. Crpenter, PhD, PE, LEED AP
Stormwater Infrastructure

EDUCATION
• Ph.D., Environmental and Water
Resources Engineering,
• University of Michigan, 2001
• M.S. Civil Engineering
• Oregon State University, 1996
• B.S. Civil Engineering
• Purdue University, 1993
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS
• Registered Professional Engineer
(Michigan PE #6201056764; Florida
PE# 77517)
• Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design Accredited
Professional (LEED AP)
• NCI Charrette Facilitation Certified,
National Charrette Institute, Portland
OR
AFFILIATIONS
• American Society of Civil Engineers
• American Society of Engineering
Education
• .S. Green Building Council
• Chi Epsilon, Civil Engineering Honor
Society
• Society of American Military
Engineers
PROFESSIONAL BOARDS
• LID Technical Committee, ASCE/
EWRI
• Member, State of Michigan Green
Infrastructure Planning Committee
• Board of Directors, Pure Oakland
Water
• Board of Governors, Cranbrook
Institute of Science
• Member, Blue Green Workgroup, Erb
Family Foundation & Detroit Water
and Sewer District

Donald D. Carpenter is an accredited green design professional and
professional engineer whose expertise includes green infrastructure,
stormwater best management practices (BMPs), hydrologic modeling and
design, and field data collection. Dr. Carpenter’s has 20 years’ experience
working with diverse clients across the United States as a researcher and
practicing professional. As a NCI Certified Charrette Facilitator, he has
extensive experience in community engagement and planning. His efforts
have facilitated community implementation of green infrastructure and
the development of community socio-economic sustainability plans.
Dr. Carpenter routinely provides professional lectures and short courses
on stormwater BMP design and green infrastructure implementation.
Professionally, Dr. Carpenter is an active committee leader for the ASCE
Environmental and Water Resources Institute and several regional green
infrastructure committees dedicated to improving stormwater management.
Dr. Carpenter joined the Department of Civil Engineering at Lawrence
Technological University in 2000. He currently serves as Director of the
Great Lakes Stormwater Management Institute and a Professor of Practice.
In this capacity, he conducts research on stormwater BMP effectiveness and
advises communities on how to implement green infrastructure to manage
stormwater. His University appointments included serving as University
Director of Assessment (2009 to 2012) and founding Director of the Center
for Teaching and Learning (2006 to 2009). Innovation, problem solving,
communication, and assessing efficacy are hallmarks of his academic career
that he leverages as a water resources professional.
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Water Quality Improvement Projects in the Alliance of Downriver Watersheds, Wayne
County Department of Environment, Wayne MI.
Provided monitoring services and project evaluation for a vegetated roof on the
grounds of Brownstown Middle School as part of a project funded by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) 319 Program. Monitoring goals
included determining the overall volume of precipitation retained and detained (water
quantity), determining the water quality variable attenuation capabilities, including
total solids, pH and temperature
(water quality), and determining the reduction in ambient temperature (air quality).
Was also responsible for developing the Quality Assurance Proposal Plan (QAPP)
approved by the MDEQ.
Green Infrastructure Support Services for WaterTowns, Clinton River Watershed
Council, Rochester Hills, MI.
The Clinton River Watershed Council is a non-profit organization whose mission is to
protect, enhance, and celebrate the Clinton River watershed (MI). Project Manager
and Lead Designer for this five year project (2014 – 2019) to provide conceptual
green infrastructure plans for downtown and municipal areas of three community
partners per year in close proximity to the Clinton River in support of their community
WaterTowns program. The conceptual plans included specific green infrastructure
improvements (such as rain gardens, porous pavement, bioswales etc.) along with
community place making suggestions (such as gathering spaces, trails, etc.). The
artistic renderings of the site plans were critical in communicating the vision to the
partners and securing community acceptance. Finally, estimated volumes of water
retained on site and a general cost estimate for construction and maintenance were
provided.
Village of Northport Stormwater Reduction Project, The Watershed Center Grand
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COSTS
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FEES
Fees
We propose the lump sum fee of Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Six
Hundred and Fifty Two Dollars ($330,652.00) for the base bid. The fee
per task is outlined in the chart below. Employee names, categories and
hourly rates are included.
The overhead rate is 1.8 which totals: $178.552.00
Additional serivces for enhanced Construction Administration is $40,775.00
+ $500 in associated reimbursables.
In addition to our fee, we will invoice for all reimbursable expenses incurred
in connection with this project. The Standard Rate Schedule for Professional
Services is below. We estimate the reimbursable expenses to be Four
Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($4,700.00). These reimbursable
expenses will be billed at cost. Reimbursable expenses include but are not
limited to:
Mileage		
$1,000
Printing		
$2,700
Public Meeting $1,000
ROYAL OAK DOWNTOWN PARK
Total		
$4,700
Detroit, MI

Friday, February 15, 201
Firm
Category
Name
Billing rates
Task One: PROJECT INITIATION (2 weeks)
Task One: Total hours per person
Task One: Fee per person

HAA
PM
Hicks
$135

HAA
LA
Riggert
$100

HAA
LA
Diecchio
$115

HAA
Arch
Farlow
$155

HAA
Arch Tech
TBD
$85

HAA
LA Tech
TBD
$85

OHM
Civil
Droze
$175

OHM
Mechanical
Tabacsko
$130

OHM
Electrical
Moyette
$175

15
$2,025

0
$0

22
$2,530

7
$1,085

0
$0

23
$1,955

16
$2,800

0
$0

0
$0

Task Two: EXISTING CONDITIONS & ANALYSIS
Task Two: Total hours per person
Task Two: Total fee per person

12
$1,620

0
$0

20
$2,300

0
$0

0
$0

44
$3,740

20
$3,500

0
$0

0
$0

Task Three: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Task Three: Total hours per person
Task Three: Total fee per person

17
$2,295

0
$0

24
$2,760

6
$930

0
$0

48
$4,080

12
$2,100

0
$0

4
$700

Task Four: PROGRAMMING & SCHEMATIC DESIGN
Task Four: Total hours per person
Task Four: Total fee per person

24
$3,240

0
$0

100
$11,500

0
$0

0
$0

134
$11,390

20
$3,500

6
$780

6
$1,050

Task Five: DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Task Five: Total hours per person
Task Five: Total fee per person

50
$6,750

0
$0

146
$16,790

12
$1,860

0
$0

186
$15,810

54
$9,450

4
$520

16
$2,800

Task Six: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
Task Six: Total hours per person
Task Six: Total fee per person

75
$10,125

0
$0

172
$19,780

16
$2,480

0
$0

254
$21,590

36
$6,300

4
$520

8
$1,400

Task Seven: CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION (15 weeks)
Task Seven: Total hours per person
52
Task Seven: Total fee per person
$7,020

0
$0

224
$25,760

64
$9,920

0
$0

226
$19,210

35
$6,125

4
$520

4
$700

0
$0

708
$81,420

105
$16,275

0
$0

915
$77,775

193
$33,775

18
$2,340

38
$6,650

Fee Per Phase

Totals
total hours
fees per person
total costs

245
$33,075

DIRECT EXPENSES
Design Meeting in Chicago
HAA's Overhead rate is 1.7
page
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Team Overhead Rate is 1.8
Travel
$ 1,500.00
Printing
Public Meeting Supplies

$ 2,550.00 Are we doing a fixed fee? To get near our hourly rates, assume 11%
$ 1,000.00

Payment for Services
We invoice for services monthly based on the percentage of our work that
has been completed in the previous month. Payment in full for services is
due within thirty (30) days upon receipt of the invoice. If payment in full is
not received within thirty (30) days, the past due amount per month will be
subject to a late fee of 1% per month of the amount due calculated from
the invoice due date. Payment not received after forty-five (45) days may
give cause for HAA to suspend or discontinue service. Please make checks
payable to HAA.
Project Budget Assumption
$3-4 million

K DOWNTOWN PARK 2019004.m
Detroit, MI
Friday, February 15, 2019

OHM
chanical
bacsko
$130

OHM
Electrical
Moyette
$175

OHM
Structural
Rintala
$133

OHM
Traffic
Dearing
$178

OHM
Surveying
Schripsema
$158

OHM
Surveyors
$102

Grad Engineer
$125

OHM
Tech
TBD
$98

TEC
Geotech
Suhan
$165

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

2
$356

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

8
$784

0
$0

2
$350

95
$11,885

$500

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

8
$1,264

54
$5,508

0
$0

10
$980

33
$5,445

16
$2,800

217
$27,157

$950

0
$0

4
$700

0
$0

4
$712

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

6
$1,050

121
$14,627

$1,000

6
$780

6
$1,050

0
$0

4
$712

0
$0

0
$0

36
$4,500

4
$392

0
$0

20
$3,500

354
$40,564

$500

4
$520

16
$2,800

50
$6,650

24
$4,272

4
$632

0
$0

115
$14,375

26
$2,548

0
$0

19
$3,325

706
$85,782

$500

4
$520

8
$1,400

8
$1,064

6
$1,068

0
$0

0
$0

44
$5,500

26
$2,548

0
$0

8
$1,400

657
$73,775

$500

4
$520

4
$700

4
$532

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

37
$4,625

0
$0

0
$0

14
$2,450

664
$76,862

$750

18
2,340

38
$6,650

62
$8,246

40
$7,120

12
$1,896

54
$5,508

232
$29,000

74
$7,252

33
$5,445

85
$14,875

2814
$330,652

D&C
Stormwater Project total Reimbursable
Carpenter
Total
Expenses
$175

HAA & Consultant fees
Reimbursable
ROYAL OAK DOWNTOWN PARK
Total Direct Labor
Overhead
% of direct labor
Labor and Overhead

$330,652
$4,700

Totals
Total Direct Labor
$330,652
ROYAL
OAK
DOWNTOWN
PARK- | The HamiltonAnderson | OHM Team page 60
%
of direct
labor
$
Labor and Overhead $
330,652.00

$330,652.00

Construction Administration 		$40,775.00		Reimbusables:		$500.00
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HOURLY RATES
HAA 2019 STANDARD RATE SCHEDULE FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
				Range/Hour
Principal
		
$290
$340
Director
		
$160 		
$190
Senior Project Manager
$160
$ 175
Project Manager
$125 		
$135
Senior Architect
$130
$170
Architect
		
$115
$135
Senior Design Professional $110		
$150
Design Professional		
$80 		
$95
Landscape Architect
$115
$135
Landscape Designer
$85 		
$95
Senior Interior Designer
$120
$150
Interior Designer
$80
$90
Professional Support Staff
$85
$110
Administrative Support Staff $60
$95
		
These billing rates are valid through December 31, 2019. The
billing rates will be adjusted annually, January 1st of each
year, to reflect adjustment in compensation for HAA employees.
DRUMMOND CARPENTER 2019 HOURLY RATE
SCHEDULE FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Engineer/Scientist			Rate/Hour
Principal				$175
Sr. Engineer/Scientist			$150
Professional Engineer/Scientist		
$130
Sr. Staff Engineer/Scientist		
$115
Staff Engineer/Scientist			$98
Construction Services
Engineering Technician			$70

OHM 2019 HOURLY RATE SCHEDULE FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
(Hourly Rate Schedule is subject to annual increases)
Professional Engineer IV/Architect IV
$165.00
Professional Engineer III/Architect II
$144.00
Professional Engineer II/Architect II
$133.00
Professional Engineer I/Architect I
$119.00
Graduate Engineer III			
$123.00
Graduate Engineer II			
$115.00
Graduate Engineer I			
$106.00
Technician IV				$116.00
Technician III				$106.00
Technician II				$92.00
Technician I				$70.00
Engineering/Architectural Aide		
$55.00
Planner IV				$144.00
Planner III				$128.00
Planner II				$108.00
Planner I				$74.00
Planner Aide				$55.00
Data Base Developer			
$185.00
Administrative Support			$59.00
Clerical Aide				48.00
Principal				$190.00
Sr. Associate				$180.00
Associate				$170.00
TEC 2019 STANDARD RATE SCHEDULE FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
				Range/Hour
Director
		
$50 		
Senior ProjectEngineer
$120

Design, Graphical, and Administrative Services
Drafter/CADD Operator/Artist		
$70
Clerical					$60
General
Direct Expenses				
Technology/Communications Fee
Fees
Personal Automobile (per mile)		
Photocopies or Prints (per page)		

Cost plus 10%
0% of Professional
Current Gov’t Rate
$0.10

Rates are provided on a confidential basis and are client and
project specific.
Rates will be increased by 3.0% to 5.0% on January 1 of each
year, as set by Drummond Carpenter, PLLC.
Rates for field equipment, health and safety equipment, and
supplies presented upon request.
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Finance Department
211 S Williams Street
Royal Oak, MI 48067
248.246.3030

SITE INSPECTION:
Bidders should examine the sites to determine the amount of work to be done in accordance with the specifications.
If a bidder does not make a site inspection, that bidder accepts full responsibility and risk for any errors or
omissions in his/her bid proposal. Contact Greg Rassel, 248-246-3300, GregR@romi.gov to arrange a site visit
between the hours of 8:30 am - 3:00pm Monday through Friday.
(
(

X

) Our company visited the site(s) on

January 30, 2019

.

) Our company did not visit the site(s).

BOND SUBMITTAL:
Subsequently, upon notice of award to the successful bidder, the Contractor shall qualify for, sign, and deliver to
the City of Royal Oak an executed Performance Bond, an executed Labor and Materials Payment Bond, and an
executed two-year Maintenance Bond secured by a surety company, acceptable to the City of Royal Oak by being
licensed to do business in Michigan, and be included on the U. S. Treasury Department Surety List and/or have a
rating of A- or better by A. M. Best, and/or Standard and Poors, on standard AIA forms, each in the amount of one
hundred percent (100%) of the contract sum. Attorneys- in-fact, who sign Performance, Payment, and Maintenance
Bonds, must file a certified copy of their power of attorney to sign such bonds. The Contractor shall pay the cost of
all bond premiums.
PURCHASE ORDER:
After the Royal Oak City Commission has approved the award, the City of Royal Oak Purchasing Agent will inform
the successful bidder. The successful bidder once notified, will be required to submit the specified bonds. A
purchase order will be issued in approximately one-week and released, once acceptable bonds and insurance are
received. The purchase order issued in conjunction with the Contract Form (provided in the Contract Documents
Section) from the City of Royal Oak will create a bilateral contract between the parties, and the successful bidder
shall commit to perform the contract in accordance with specifications.
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THANK YOU!
The HamiltonAnderson | OHM Team

